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Zusammenfassung

Diese Ausarbeitung stellt Forschungsarbeiten an aktiven und passiven nanooptischen

Strukturen mit Silizium-auf-Isolator-Technologie für die Hochgeschwindigkeitsdatenkom-

munikation dar. Die eingesetzte Technologie ist kostengünstig und CMOS-kompatibel.

Somit ist die Integration von optischen und elektrischen Schaltungen auf demselben Chip

möglich. Die Arbeit gliedert sich in zwei Teile, die die zwei untersuchten Strukturen

vorstellen: den zweidimensionalen Gitterkoppler und den optischen Modulator.

Das erste Kapitel stellt die Motivation und die Ziele der Arbeit dar. Im zweiten Kapitel

wird das Design sowie die Simulation der zweidimensionalen Gitterkoppler beschrieben.

Hierbei handelt es sich um eine passive Struktur, die den Lichtstrahl aus der Glasfaser in

den optischen Wellenleiter einkoppelt. Untersucht werden zweidimensionale Gitterkoppler

mit orthogonalen und fokussierenden Gittern. Die geometrischen Parameter werden hin-

sichtlich höherer Kopplungse�zienz und Spaltung der zwei senkrechten Polarisierungen

des eingekoppelten Lichts auf die zwei Ausgänge des Kopplers optimiert. Folglich entsteht

zu jeder Polarisierung ein Informationskanal und dadurch wird die Datenrate verdoppelt.

Für einen periodischen senkrechten zweidimensionalen Gitterkoppler wird eine simulierte

Kopplungse�zienz von −1, 9 dB und −2, 1 dB für die TE- bzw. für die TM-Polarisierung

erreicht. Die Kopplungse�zienz wird durch Verwendung aperiodischer Gitter erhöht,

sodass eine simulierte E�zienz von −1, 7 dB für die TE-Polarisierung und von −1, 9 dB

für die TM-Polarisierung auf einer Telekommunikations-Wellenlänge von 1550 nm erreicht

werden. Darüber hinaus werden fokussierende Gitterkoppler zwecks Flächenreduzierung

der Kopplungsstruktur erstellt. Die räumlichen Parameter von Gitter und Taper werden

auf maximale Kopplungse�zienz optimiert. In diesem Zuge werden angepasste Taper für

jedes fokussierende Gitter entwickelt. Das Design und die Simulation unterschiedlicher

fokussierender Gitterkoppler und Taper werden vorgestellt. Erreicht wird eine gesamte

Kopplungse�zienz von −3, 1 dB und eine 1 dB-Bandbreite von 40 nm, mit einem Git-

terkoppler dessen Seitenlängen weniger als 13µm breit sind und mit einem angepassten

Taper von 26, 2µm. Die Kopplungse�zienz beträgt bei Verwendung eines 100µm langen

adiabatischen Tapers −2, 4 dB. Dies stellt ein vielversprechendes Ergebnis im Hinblick

auf vergleichbare Strukturen mit sich verjüngenden Wellenleitern dar. Zum Ende dieses
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Kapitels werden Messergebnisse von speziell gefertigten zweidimensionalen fokussierenden

Gitterkopplern mit angepasstem Taper vorgestellt. Für die Designvalidierung wird eine

Prototypenstruktur vom Institut für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart (IMS CHIPS) hergestellt.

Durch Hinzufügen eines Metallspiegels auf der Rückseite, um Lichtverluste ins Substrat

zu vermeiden und somit die Kopplungse�zienz zu erhöhen, kann diese Struktur zukünftig

optimiert werden.

Das dritte Kapitel behandelt die Lichtmodulation durch elektrische Signale mittels der en-

twickelten aktiven optischen Struktur. Schlüsselparameter für die Auslegung dieser Struk-

tur wie geometrische Dimensionen, Dotierungspro�l und elektrische Eigenschaften sowie

deren Ein�uss auf die Modulatorleistung werden detailliert beschrieben. Verschiedene

Modulatoren werden zusammen mit unterschiedlichen optischen und elektrischen Test-

strukturen mit der neuen Technologie des IMS CHIPS fabriziert. Der erste gefertigte

optische Modulator mit dieser Technologie wird erfolgreich charakterisiert. Hierbei han-

delt es sich um einen Mach-Zehnder-Modulator, der eine gemessene Modulationse�zienz

von 3, 1 Vcm bei 2 V Sperrspannung aufweist. Die On-Chip-Einfügedämpfung beträgt

4, 2 dB für den Betriebspunkt mit der maximalen Lichtabsorption. Koplanare Leitungen

mit einer 3 dB-Bandbreite gröÿer als 50 GHz werden entwickelt und gemessen, um als

Wanderwellenelektrode des Modulators verwendet zu werden. Der Ein�uss des Phasen-

schiebers des Modulators unterhalb der Leitung wird analysiert und durch einen äquiv-

alenten Schaltkreis modelliert. Die koplanare Leitung des Modulators wird charakter-

isiert. Die Messungen zeigen eine 3 dB-Bandbreite von 27 GHz und eine 6 dB-Bandbreite

von 30 GHz mit einer Sperrspannung von 2 V. Letztere entspricht theoretisch der 3 dB

elektro-optischen Bandbreite des Modulators.

Auÿerdem werden Modulatoren und Teststrukturen in einer zusätzlichen Technologie mit

220 nm Silizium-auf-Isolator-Substrat am Leibniz-Institut für innovative Mikroelektronik

(IHP) simuliert und hergestellt. Optische und elektrische Messungen der relevantesten

Designs werden vorgestellt. Für einen Push-Pull-Modulator mit einer 6 dB-Bandbreite

der Wanderwellenelektrode von 10 GHz wird eine Modulationse�zienz von 0, 25 Vcm unter

2 V Sperrspannung nachgewiesen.

Abschlieÿend werden die wichtigsten Ergebnisse als Fazit hervorgehoben und ein Ausblick

für weitere, auf dieser Arbeit aufbauende Untersuchungen gegeben.
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Abstract

This work presents research on active and passive nanooptical structures on silicon-on-

insulator technology for high speed data communication. The utilized technology is cost

e�cient and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible allowing the

integration of optical and electrical circuits on the same die. The work consists of two parts

presenting the two main structures that are investigated: the two-dimensional grating

coupler and the optical modulator.

The �rst chapter introduces the motivation and the goal of the work. The second chapter

describes the design and simulation of two-dimensional grating couplers. This is a passive

structure used to couple light from the optical �ber into the optical waveguides embed-

ded on a die. Two-dimensional grating couplers with an orthogonal and a focusing grid

are investigated. The geometrical parameters of the structure are optimized to achieve

high coupling e�ciencies and enable the splitting of the two orthogonal polarizations of

the input light, i.e. the transversal electric (TE) from the transversal magnetic (TM)

polarization, into the two outputs of the coupler. This allows the transmission of one in-

formation channel at each polarization increasing the data rate. For periodic orthogonal

two-dimensional grating couplers a simulated coupling e�ciency of −1.9 dB and −2.1 dB

are achieved for TE and TM polarizations, respectively. The coupling e�ciency is en-

hanced by the use of an aperiodic grating achieving a simulated coupling e�ciency of

−1.7 dB for TE and −1.9 dB for TM polarization at the telecommunication wavelength of

1550 nm. In addition, two-dimensional focusing grating couplers are designed in order to

reduce the area of the coupling structure. The spatial dimension of the grating and the

taper, used to guide the optical signal from the grating coupler to a single mode wave-

guide, are optimized maximizing the coupling e�ciency. Customized tapers are developed

for each focusing grating design. The design and simulation of di�erent focusing grating

couplers and tapers are presented achieving a total coupling e�ciency of −3.1 dB and

a 1 dB-bandwidth of 40 nm with a grating coupler with a side width of less than 13µm

and a customized taper of 26.2µm. Using an adiabatic taper with a length of 100µm,

the coupling e�ciency is −2.4 dB, which is a promising result for a comparably structure

which includes the tapered waveguide. At the end of the chapter the measurement re-
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sults of a fabricated two-dimensional focusing grating coupler with customized taper is

presented. A prototypical structure is fabricated at Institut für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart

(IMS CHIPS) for design validation, which can be optimized in future adding a backside

metal mirror to avoid light losses into the substrate increasing the coupling e�ciency.

The third chapter concentrates on the modulation of light by applying an electrical signal

by means of the designed active optical structure. Key parameters for the design of these

structures as the geometrical dimensions, the doping pro�le and the electrical properties

are described in detail as well as the impact on the performance of the modulator if these

parameters are modi�ed. Di�erent designs of modulators together with various optical

and electrical test structures are fabricated with the novel technology of IMS CHIPS.

The �rst fabricated optical modulator using this technology is successfully measured.

This is a Mach-Zehnder modulator which exhibits a measured modulation e�ciency of

3.1 Vcm at 2 V reverse bias voltage. The total insertion loss on-chip is 4.2 dB for the

operating point with the maximum absorption of light. Transmission lines with a 3 dB

electrical bandwidth higher than 50 GHz are designed and measured to be used as traveling

wave electrode of the modulator. The in�uence of the phase shifter of the modulator

below the transmission lines is analyzed and an equivalent circuit model is developed.

The electrical coplanar lines of the modulator are measured showing a 3 dB electrical

bandwidth of 27 GHz and a 6 dB electrical bandwidth of 30 GHz at 2 V reverse bias voltage,

which theoretically corresponds with the 3 dB electro-optical bandwidth of the modulator.

Additionally, modulators and test structures are designed and fabricated in a di�erent

technology with a 220 nm silicon-on-insulator substrate at the Leibniz Institute for High

Performance Microelectronics (IHP). Optical and electrical measurements of the most

relevant designs are presented. A modulation e�ciency of 0.25 Vcm at 2 V bias voltage is

demonstrated for a push-pull modulator with a 6 dB electrical bandwidth of the traveling

wave electrode of 10 GHz.

Finally, the most important results are outlined as conclusion and an outlook for further

investigations based on the research of this work is given at the end of the thesis.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, the increasing data rates in backhaul nets demand the development of high

speed optical links in the 100 Gb/s range. For the transmission and detection of a high

data rate optical signal, the development of high performance optoelectronics circuits is

required. This thesis focuses on the transmitter side of the optical link. Besides of the

bandwidth and e�ciency of the devices, important aspects for the industry are the cost

and the fabrication complexity. Therefore, this research is based on the design of photonic

structures on a cost e�ective silicon (Si) platform simplifying the fabrication method by

limiting the number of mask layers used in the photolithographic and doping process.

A high speed data link can be achieved by using a high speed dual polarization quadrature

phase-shift keying (DP-QPSK) modulator as transmitter and an optical coherent receiver

for dual polarization multiplex signals. A scheme of a DP-QPSK optical communication

link is presented in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a DP-QPSK optical communication link for high data
rates.

The DP-QPSK optical modulator is a device composed of passive and active photonic

structures. Firstly, the light coming from a laser is split into two orthogonal polarizations,
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s- and p-polarization. Afterwards, each polarization is sent to an optical modulator where

the phase is shifted by applying an electrical signal. Then, the two optical paths are again

combined by means of a polarization combiner. Thereby, the transmission of symbols

per time unit is duplicated, since di�erent information can be sent on each of the two

orthogonal polarizations of the light. On the receiver side, the polarizations are split

again. A 90 ◦ multimode interferometer can be used to transmit the 90 ◦ shifted symbols

through di�erent optical paths to be detected later by photodiodes. The optical signal is

changed to an electrical signal and it is ampli�ed by a transimpedance ampli�er (TIA).

Finally, the signal is sent to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and is processed by a

digital electrical receiver.

1.2 Objective

The goal of this work is the development of a high performance polarization splitter and

combiner and a high speed optical modulator, highlighted in Figure 1.1. In order to

reduce the complexity of the transmitter, the target is to use the same modulator for

both optical paths of the orthogonal polarizations. That means, the polarization splitter

has to separate the two polarizations and additionally convert one of them into the other.

Hence, the same optical modulator, optimized for only one polarization, can be used for

both paths. Besides, the same design can be used as polarization combiner, since the

functionality of the structure is bidirectional. The embedded structures are developed

using a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform avoiding other more expensive materials such

as indium phosphide (InP).
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2 Two-dimensional grating couplers

Over the last years, integrated silicon photonic circuits have been developed and improved

for their application in data communication technology. The SOI technology appears as

the best solution to fabricate photonic devices due to the compatibility of the low cost

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication process and the large re-

fractive index di�erence between Si and silicon dioxide (SiO2). Over the last decade, a

signi�cant progress has been achieved improving the performance of active and passive

silicon photonic devices such as coupling structures, photodetectors, waveguides or mod-

ulators. However, there are still some problems regarding this technology. The reduction

of size implies a challenge on the coupling process of the light between the optical �ber

and the embedded Si waveguide. The diameter of the single mode �ber (SMF) core is

around 10µm. However, a standard single mode SOI-waveguide has a width and a height

of around 400 nm and 250 nm, respectively. Another important feature is the polariza-

tion dependence of the optical devices, which is why most of the silicon circuits are only

optimized for one polarization. One approach to solve the coupling problem is the use of

grating couplers (GC). These Bragg structures are able to di�ract the incident vertical

light coming from the �ber into the horizontal integrated waveguides. Those couplers

are compact structures which can e�ciently couple the incident light on chip. Going

even further in the design of grating structures, two-dimensional grating couplers are

a solution to solve both mentioned problems. On the one hand, the coupling of light

and on the other hand, the polarization dependence. These structures couple and split

two orthogonal �ber polarizations, s and p, into two transversal electric (TE) waveguide

modes. The optimization of these structures has become a challenge in the design of GCs.

In this work, di�erent designs are presented to achieve a high coupling e�ciency of two

orthogonal polarizations with a high extinction ratio and a wide optical bandwidth (BW).
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2.1 Theoretical fundamentals

2.1.1 Plane waves

The basics of electrodynamics including electromagnetic waves is described with Maxwell's

equations [1]:

∇× ~E +
∂ ~B

∂t
= 0, (2.1)

∇× ~H − ∂ ~D

∂t
− ~J = 0, (2.2)

∇ · ~D = ρv, (2.3)

∇ · ~B = 0. (2.4)

Where ~E and ~H are the electric and magnetic �eld, respectively. The electric �ux density

is described by ~D. The magnetic �ux density is given by ~B.

Equation 2.1 is Faraday's law that describes how a changing magnetic �ux induces an

electric �eld and vice versa. This electric �eld induces a current �ow in conductors. The

induced current produces a secondary magnetic �eld that counteracts the change in the

primary magnetic �eld.

Ampère-Maxwell's law is given by Equation 2.2. It describes the magnetic �eld produced

by a time varying electric displacement �eld and the current density ~J .

Equation 2.3 is known as Gauss's law. It describes the behavior of the electric �eld ~E

around electric charges. It can be expressed in terms of the electric �ux density and the

electric charge density ρv. If no charges are present ρv = 0.

Gauss's law for magnetism is de�ned by Equation 2.4. This law states that the magnetic

�ux across any closed surface is zero, which means that there are no magnetic monopoles.

The following equations include the properties of the materials:

~D = ε0~~εr ~E, (2.5)

~B = µ0
~~µr
~H, (2.6)
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~J = ~~σ ~E. (2.7)

Where ε0 and µ0 are the dielectric and magnetic constant in free space and εr and µr are

the relative permittivity and permeability of the medium, respectively. The conductivity

is de�ned by σ.

Assuming a linear, isotropic and homogeneous medium, Equations 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 are

simpli�ed to

~D = ε0εr ~E, (2.8)

~B = µ0µr
~H, (2.9)

~J = σ ~E. (2.10)

For nonmagnetic materials the permeability is µr = 1. The conductivity σ is negligible

for materials where the electrical current cannot �ow freely, like insulators.

For plane waves, the electromagnetic �eld can be described in Cartesian coordinates where

the �eld has a component in the x- and y-direction and the propagation is along the z-

direction.

Assuming the previous de�nition of the plane wave, the electric �eld and the polariza-

tion of the light can be described as follows: The polarization of the wave refers to the

orientation of the oscillation of the electromagnetic �eld. In optical communications, po-

larization commonly refers to the speci�c polarization of the electric �eld. The oscillation

of the �eld can point in a single direction, which is called linear polarization, or rotational,

known as circular or elliptical polarization. The electric �eld is given as

~E(x, y, z, t) = Ex0 · ei(wt−kz+ϕx)x̂+ Ey0 · ei(wt−kz+ϕy)ŷ, (2.11)

where Ex0 is the x-component and Ey0 is the y-component of the electric �eld. The wave

number is determined by k = |~k|, where ~k is the wave vector, which is perpendicular to

the surface of constant phase of the wave. For isotropic media, the direction of the wave

vector is the same as the direction in which the wave propagates. The angular frequency

is denoted by w and the time by t. The phase di�erence between the electric �eld compo-

nents is de�ned by ϕ = ϕx − ϕy. For the linear polarization ϕ = 0. However, for circular

polarization ϕ = π/2 and Ex0 = Ey0, otherwise it is de�ned as elliptical polarization.
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Considering a coordinate system related to the plane of incidence of the optical wave, if

the electric �eld component is perpendicular to this plane, the wave is denominated TE

polarized. If the H-�eld is perpendicular to the incidence plane (E-�eld parallel to the

incident plane), it is called transversal magnetic (TM) polarized wave. Figure 2.1 shows

a graphical representation of TE and TM polarizations, where the plane of incidence is

parallel to a substrate where an optical waveguide is etched for guiding light along a

photonic integrated circuit.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) TE polarization. (b) TM polarization.

When an optical wave travels along di�erent materials, optical e�ects that determine the

propagation of light must be considered. Basically, these phenomena can be described by

re�ection, refraction and di�raction.

2.1.2 Re�ection and refraction

Re�ection occurs when an optical wave traveling through a material with a refractive

index n1 (medium 1), bounces o� at the interface of a second material with a di�erent

refractive index n2 (medium 2). The angle of incidence is denoted by αi. Being αi = 0 the

angle of the incident light perpendicular to the interface between the two materials. The

light is re�ected at the same angle as the incidence angle: αi = αr as shown in Figure 2.2.

Depending on the material of the medium 2, the light can be completely re�ected. For

instance, this is the case for metals since they have a high re�ectivity, re�ecting almost all

wavelengths in the visible and infrared range of the spectrum. Other materials allow that

the light passes through them. In that case, an additional phenomenon called refraction

can be observed. The propagation angle of the incident light is bent away from the

normal, when the light passes through a medium 2 with a refractive index lower than the

one of medium 1, i.e. n1 > n2. This e�ect is described by Snell's law (Equation 2.12).
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The change of medium implies a change of the phase velocity vph of the light de�ned by

Equation 2.13. Being c0 the speed of light in vacuum and αR the angle of the refracted

light with respect to the normal of the interface between the two media.

n1 · sinαi = n2 · sinαR, (2.12)

vph =
c0√
εrµr

=
c0

n
. (2.13)

Figure 2.2: Scheme of the re�ection and refraction phenomena of light.

The electric �eld of the incident, re�ected and refracted waves can be described by

~Ei = ~Ei0 · ei(wit−~ki~r), (2.14)

~Er = ~Er0 · ei(wrt−~kr~r), (2.15)

~ER = ~ER0 · ei(wRt− ~kR~r), (2.16)

where ~r = (x, y, z) is the position vector. Based on Figure 2.2 the wave vectors are

~ki = n1ki sin(αi)ŷ + n1ki cos(αi)ẑ, (2.17)

~kr = n1kr sin(αr)ŷ − n1kr cos(αr)ẑ, (2.18)

~kR = n2kR sin(αR)ŷ + n2kR cos(αR)ẑ. (2.19)
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At the interface of medium 1 and medium 2, the continuity conditions for the tangential

and the normal �elds have to be full�lled [2]:

~E1,tan = ~E2,tan, (2.20)

~H1,tan = ~H2,tan, (2.21)

~D1,norm = ~D2,norm, (2.22)

~B1,norm = ~B2,norm. (2.23)

These conditions must be ful�lled at the interface for any arbitrary time t, therefore the an-

gular frequency of the incident, refracted and re�ected waves is the same w = wi = wr = wR.

Considering these conditions and the law of conservation of energy, the electric �eld for

a TE wave, i.e. the electric �eld is perpendicular to the propagation direction, at the

interface (z = 0) is given by

Ei0 · e−in1ky sinαix̂+ Er0 · e−in1ky sinαrx̂ = ER0 · e−in2ky sinαRx̂. (2.24)

The re�ected power Pr and refracted (transmitted) power PR can be calculated using the

ratios R and T of the re�ected and transmitted power, repectively, to the incident power

denoted by Pi. The ratios for the TE wave are:

RTE =
Pr

Pi

=
Er

2

Ei
2 =

(
n1 cosαi − n2 cosαR

n1 cosαi + n2 cosαR

)2

, (2.25)

TTE =
PR

Pi

=
n2ER

2 cosαR

n1Ei
2 cosαi

=
4n1 cosαi

√
n2

2 − n1
2 sin2 αi

(n1 cosαi +
√
n2

2 − n1
2 sin2 αi)2

, (2.26)

The power ratios for the TM wave are:

RTM =

(
n2 cosαi − n1 cosαR

n2 cosαi + n1 cosαR

)2

, (2.27)

TTM =
4n1n

2
2 cosαi

√
n2

2 − n1
2 sin2 αi

(n2
2 cosαi + n1

√
n2

2 − n1
2 sin2 αi)2

. (2.28)
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2.1.3 Di�raction

An important phenomenon to understand the behavior of grating couplers is di�raction.

This e�ect occurs when the electromagnetic wave encounters an object with dimensions

comparable to the wavelength of the optical wave. There are two types of di�raction:

Fraunhofer di�raction and Fresnel di�raction.

The Fraunhofer di�raction is observed, when both incident and di�racted waves are plane

waves. This is the case, when the source of light and the screen, at which the di�raction

pattern is formed, are placed at an in�nite distance from the di�raction object. Fresnel

di�raction can be observed, when the source and screen are at a �nite distance from the

di�raction object. The wave fronts leaving the object are spherical. Figure 2.3 shows the

regions where the Fresnel and the Fraunhofer di�raction are valid. These two regions are

limited by the Fresnel length rF, which is given by

rF =
√
λρ, (2.29)

where λ is the wavelength and ρ the distance from the �eld point to the center of the

barrier (di�raction object) aperture . The Fresnel region is de�ned by rF � x (near-�eld

di�raction) and the Fraunhofer region by rF � x (far-�eld di�raction), where x is the size

of the aperture [3].

Figure 2.3: Fresnel and Fraunhofer di�raction regions [3].

To understand di�raction, it is important to describe the principle of interference of light.

If two or more coherent monochromatic waves overlap, for example after being di�racted

from two slits, while keeping a constant phase with respect to each other, constructive
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and destructive interference occurs depending on the phase relationship. If the phase

di�erence between the two original waves is an even or odd multiple of π, it is de�ned as

constructive or destructive interference, respectively. The overlapping of the waves, when

constructive interference occurs, produces a raise of the intensity distribution I ∝ | ~E|2 of
the original waves. However, the intensity of the resulting wave is lower than the original

ones with the destructive interference.

Figure 2.4: Scheme of the Young's double-slit experiment. Setup for the calculation of
the optical path length di�erence ∆r between two path lengths, e.g. r1 and
r2. The barrier slits and the observation screen are separated a distance L
(not to scale, L� Λ) [4].

As an example, Figure 2.4 shows the geometric description of a two slit construction,

known as Young's double-slit experiment [4][5]. Here an observation screen is located at

a distance L from the di�raction barrier with L� Λ, where Λ is the distance between

the slits. Due to this condition, it can be assumed that the path lengths r1 and r2 are

approximately parallel and the optical path length di�erence ∆r is calculated as

∆r = r2 − r1 = Λ sinα. (2.30)

When the light coming from the two slits interferes constructively, a bright band, called

fringe, is observed at the screen. A dark fringe is the result of destructive interference. As

shown in the diagram, the di�raction of the light due to the slits produces an interference

pattern at the screen with maxima and minima of the light intensity.
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The conditions for constructive interference assuming an initial phase di�erence ∆ϕ0 = 0

are:

The interfering waves shall have

• a phase di�erence of 2mπ where m = 0, 1, 2, 3,...

• a path di�erence of ∆r = r2 − r1 = Λ sinα = mλ, where m = 0, 1, 2, 3,...

The conditions for destructive interference assuming an initial phase di�erence of ∆ϕ0 = 0:

The interfering waves shall have

• a phase di�erence of (2m+ 1)π where m = 0, 1, 2, 3,...

• a path di�erence of ∆r = Λ sinα = (2m+ 1)λ
2
, where m = 0, 1, 2, 3,...

The paths of the two waves emerging from the slits are represented in Figure 2.4 as r1

and r2, respectively. These two waves can be de�ned as

E1 = E0 sin(wt), (2.31)

and

E2 = E0 sin(wt+ ϕ). (2.32)

The intensity of the resulting wave at any point in the Fraunhofer region can be expressed

as

I ∝
∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣2 =

∣∣∣ ~E1 + ~E2

∣∣∣2 , (2.33)

I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2 cosϕ. (2.34)

Where I1 and I2 are the intensity of the two original waves. It is assumed that the electric

�elds have the same initial phase ∆ϕ0 = 0, amplitude E0, wavelength λ and angular

frequency w. Due to the di�erences of the traveled path of the two waves, a phase

di�erence of ϕ occurs between them at the screen. The resulting electric �eld of the two

waves can be expressed as

E1+2 = 2E0 sin
(
wt+

ϕ

2

)
cos
(ϕ

2

)
, (2.35)
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and therefore the time average intensity of the overlapping waves is simpli�ed to

I = I0cos2
(ϕ

2

)
= I0cos2

(πΛ sinα

λ

)
. (2.36)

Where I0 is the maximum intensity of the overlapped waves. In addition, it is considered

that the relation between the path di�erence and λ is the same as the one between the

phase di�erence ϕ and 2π. This means,

∆r

λ
=

ϕ

2π
. (2.37)

Therefore, the phase di�erence can be expressed as

ϕ =
2π

λ
Λ sinα. (2.38)

2.1.3.1 Di�raction gratings

A relevant application of di�raction is when an optical wave encounters a periodic array of

di�racting elements resulting in a variation of the amplitude or phase of the transmitted

wave's �elds. This object is called di�raction grating. The two main categories of di�rac-

tion gratings are amplitude and phase gratings. Amplitude gratings have multiple slits as

shown in Figure 2.3. Only the amplitude of the electromagnetic �eld of the transmitted

wave is modulated by constructive and destructive interference. Phase gratings modulate

only the phase of the transmitted wave. They have periodic ribs with a di�erent refractive

index than the surrounding medium. Some of the most common types of phase gratings

are for example the binary, blazed or sinusoidal gratings [6].

The di�raction behavior of a GC can be described using the Bragg condition in Equa-

tion 2.39 [7][8].

km,z = kin,z +m
2π

Λ
. (2.39)

It describes the relation between the wave vector of the incident wave ~kin and the one of

the di�racted waves ~km. Where kin,z and km,z are the z-component of the incident and

di�racted wave vector, respectively. The period of the one-dimensional (1D) grating along

the z-direction is de�ned by Λ. The grating is formed by two media with di�erent refractive

indexes n1 and n2, where n2 > n1. The k-space diagram is shown in Figure 2.5(a).

To describe the propagation of the coupled light beam in a waveguide, the propagation
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constant is introduced:

βm = k0neff =
2πneff

λ0

, (2.40)

where neff is the e�ective refractive index of the wave mode m and k0 the wave number in

free space. Equation 2.39 can be modi�ed replacing the di�racted wave by the waveguide

propagation constant βm. Thereby, the dimensions of the grating can be adapted to be

able to match the wave mode of the incident light to the propagating waveguide mode.

A waveguide mode is de�ned as a transverse �eld pattern with a constant amplitude

and polarization pro�le along the longitudinal direction of the waveguide. The equation

becomes as follows

βm = kin sinα +m
2π

Λ
, (2.41)

2πneff

λ0

= kin sinα +m
2π

Λ
, (2.42)

where kin can be express as

kin =
2πn1

λ0

. (2.43)

For the design of the grating coupler, the required grating period Λ can be obtained from

Equation 2.42 and Equation 2.43 as

Λ =
λ0

neff − n1 sinα
. (2.44)

As shown in Figure 2.5(a), α is the angle of the oblique incident light with respect to the

normal of the grating coupler. This diagram is a graphical representation of the Bragg

condition, showing the wave vectors of the incident light and the di�erent di�raction

orders, in this example m = 0,±1. It can be observed that for the solution m = 0 a

part of the light power is re�ected upwards and another part is transmitted into the

substrate. The portion of the light power coupled into the waveguide corresponds to

the di�raction order m = 1, whose waveguide propagation constant is β1 = kin sinα + 2π
Λ
.

The light coupled into the opposite direction (-z-direction) corresponds to the di�raction

order m = −1.

A scheme with the power decomposition of a vertical GC is presented in Figure 2.5(b).

Here, the principal light power loss of a �ber-to-chip coupling is illustrated. The light

power coming from an optical �ber is de�ned as Pin. Part of this light is re�ected at the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Example of a k-space wave vector diagram showing the di�raction of
an incident wave and the di�erent possible di�raction order solutions. (b)
Cross section of a grating coupler showing the principal components of the
light power propagation for a �ber-to-chip coupling [7].

interface of the grating. The power loss due to re�ection is corresponding to Pr1. The

other part of the light is di�racted because of the grating structure. The power coupled

into waveguide 1 is represented as Pt1 and the one transmitted to waveguide 2 is de�ned as

Pt2. Depending on the purpose of the optical circuit, Pt2 can be considered as transmitted

light or as undesired power loss: If the goal of the photonic circuit is the transmission

into one single waveguide without any extra photonic components, e.g a power combiner

between the waveguides 1 and 2, then Pt2 is part of the light coupling losses. The light

transmitted into the substrate Ps is also part of the losses, however some light can be

re�ected at the substrate interface, de�ned as Pr2. Di�erent fabrication techniques can

be used to increase the re�ection at this interface and therefore improve the coupling

e�ciency of the grating. The coupling e�ciency is de�ned as the ratio of the coupled

optical power into the waveguide to the incident optical power coming from a �ber. An

example of these fabrication techniques is the use of bottom mirrors as a distributed

Bragg-re�ector or a metal layer.

During this work, the impact of the dielectric layer thickness on the coupling e�ciency,

i.e. the distance between the substrate interface and the silicon grating, and the use of a

metal mirror is investigated in chapter 2.4.

For chip-to-�ber coupling similar phenomena can be observed. Light propagates along the

optical waveguide and when it reaches the grating structure, a di�raction e�ect occurs.

In this case, second order di�raction leads to a back re�ection into the waveguide (−βz).
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Figure 2.6: K-space wave vector diagram of a second order grating for a chip-to-�ber
vertical coupling [7].

The �rst order di�raction is used for coupling the light into the optical �ber. This allows

a perfectly vertical coupling out of the waveguide. However, it has to be taken into

account that there is also a component that propagates downwards into the substrate

and therefore contributes to the losses of the grating. The k-space diagram for this

con�guration is shown in Figure 2.6. The perfectly vertical coupling is produced when

the propagation constant is β = 2π
Λ
. It can also be expressed as λ0 = neffΛ. If the period

of the grating is modi�ed, the second order di�raction can be avoided. In this case, the

�ber coupling is tilted, i.e. not exactly vertical, but the back re�ections are diminished.

2.2 Numerical methods

Di�erent numerical methods can be used for the design and simulation of grating couplers

[9]. The Floquet-Bloch theorem considers the grating structure as an in�nite number

of repetitions reducing the complexity of the calculations. This is a rigorous method

whose results are valid for in�nite gratings, but at the edges of the structure, i.e. a

�nite grating, a mode mismatch between the results of the Bloch mode and the real

mode can be observed [10] [11]. One of the most commonly used methods for simulating

grating couplers or other optical structures, e.g. sublambda waveguides or tapers, is the

eigenmode expansion method [12]. This method is based on the decomposition of the

electromagnetic �elds into local eigenmodes, which are the solutions of the Maxwell's

equations in each local cross section of the simulated device. The structure is divided into

sections and analyzed as a two-dimensional (2D) structure. For each section, the guided

modes and the radiation modes, i.e. modes which are not con�ned in the waveguide core,
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are calculated. The refractive index does not vary along the propagation direction in these

sections. The scattering matrix is calculated at the interfaces of the sections allowing the

calculation of the total transmission and re�ection of the structure. Some of the simulation

tools that apply this method are CAMFR [13] or FIMMPROP [14]. During this work,

FIMMPROP has been used to design, simulate and study the waveguide modes.

Most of the optical simulations realized for this work are done using the �nite-di�erence

time-domain (FDTD) method. With the FDTD two and also three-dimensional (3D)

structures can be simulated with very accurate results. However, this method needs more

computation time. The FDTD simulations are realized with the software tool FullWAVE

[15] of Synopsys' RSoft. This tool performs a full-vector simulation of the photonic struc-

tures, allowing the study of light propagation characteristics and losses along devices with

arbitrary geometries, complex material de�nitions and no uniform grids. The analysis of

coupling e�ciency and bandwidth of 2D grating couplers or the losses of tapers presented

in the following chapters are realized with the help of this tool. Besides, the combination

of MATLAB and FullWAVE is used for the simulation of complex designs. For example,

the layout of the aperiodic grating coupler is generated by MATLAB and later imported

to RSoft to be simulated. This allows the optimization of aperiodic 2D gratings using,

e.g. a genetic algorithm, by means of an automatized and faster process. The genetic

algorithm [16] is based on the natural selection process of the biological evolution. The

algorithm generates a population of individual solutions. At each iteration, individuals

of the population are randomly chosen to create the next generation as children of the

selected individuals. After successive iterations of the algorithm, the population converges

to an optimal solution. The results of this process are shown in chapter 2.4.2.1.

2.3 State of the art

An overview of the most relevant GCs published to date is summarized in Table 2.1. The

target of di�raction gratings is to achieve a high coupling e�ciency, over a wide opti-

cal bandwidth, resulting in a high e�ciency-bandwidth product. GCs are realized using

di�erent SOI-technologies. The main parameters that describe the dimensions of the pub-

lished structures are summarized in Table 2.1. These are: the thickness of the top active

silicon layer, the radius of the etched holes in the active Si, the grating period and the

etching depth of the gratings. In addition, some of the designs include a bottom re�ector

under the buried oxide (BOX) layer in order to enhance the light coupling e�ciency of

the structure.
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Many GCs are realized based on the one-dimensional grating coupler (1DGC) fabricated

by etching periodic [17] or aperiodic [18][19][8][20][21] lines in the top Si layer. Some of

these structures achieve coupling e�ciencies better than −1 dB and are designed to couple

only one speci�c optical polarization, i.e. TE or TM. Other studies are realized based on

1DGC, where both TE and TM polarizations are coupled at the same time and transmit-

ted into di�erent waveguides. These structures are referred to as one-dimensional grating

coupler working as polarization splitter (1DGCS) [22]. The polarization dependence of

the 1DGC can be solved by the use of a more complex design, the two-dimensional grating

coupler (2DGC). These structures are fabricated by etching holes in the top Si layer based

on the idea of the superposition of two orthogonal 1D gratings. These structures can be

classi�ed as 2D polarization diversity couplers (2DPDC) and 2D grating couplers work-

ing as polarization splitters (2DGCS). The 2DPDC couples all input polarizations as TE

polarization waves into two integrated Si waveguides. Therefore, their coupling e�ciency

is de�ned as the sum of the two outputs [23][24][25][26]. On the other hand, the 2DGCS

couples the TE polarization into one waveguide and the TM polarization is inherently

rotated and coupled as TE into the other waveguide. Consequently, their coupling e�-

ciency is de�ned as the output power for each polarization in the corresponding waveguide

[27][28][29][30]. Experimentally, a 2DGCS with periodic grating with etched cylindrical

holes has been demonstrated in [27]. Other more complex approaches show an enhanced

coupling e�ciency using di�erent grating designs and techniques as square lattice formed

by 5 cylinder-holes per grating cell [28], a two-step etching process to build an apodized

squared grating [30] or the use of a benzocyclobutene (BCB) bonding technology and a

backside metal mirror [29]. The 2DGCS is the structure designed and optimized in this

work. The di�erent designs are presented in two chapters depending on the position and

hence the periodicity of the etched holes. These are: the orthogonal grating in chap-

ter 2.4, where the holes are located orthogonal to each other and the focusing grating in

chapter 2.5, where the holes are placed in an elliptical fashion.
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Table 2.1: State of the art of 1D and 2D grating couplers.
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1DGC1 250 − 600 70 −1.6∗2 1539 48 Yes [17]

1DGC2 340 − Aperiod 200 −1.2∗2 1533 − No [18]

1DGC3 260 − Aperiod 160 −0.9∗2 1565 38 No [19]

1DGC4 250 − Aperiod 70 −0.6∗2 1531 40 Yes [8]

1DGC5 220 − Aperiod 220 −0.9∗2 1535 − Yes [20]

1DGC6 250 − Aperiod 250 −0.6∗2 1560 − Yes [21]

1DGCS1 250 − 660 70 −2.4∗2 1152 29 Yes [22]

1DGCS2 250 − Aperiod 70 −1.1∗1 1550 40 Yes [22]

2DPDC1 220 195 605 70 −6.8∗2 1542 35 No [23]

2DPDC2 220 185 635 120 −3.2∗1 1550 40 No [24]

2DPDC3 400 167 584 291 −1.9∗1 1550 38 Yes [25]

2DPDC4 160 209 696 80 −1.0∗1 1550 42 Yes [25]

2DPDC5 220 Ellipses 487 70 −2.4∗2 1310 29 Yes [26]

2DGCS1 220 150 580 90 −6.9∗2 1550 25 No [27]

2DGCS2 220 75 650 150 −5.8∗2 1540 35 No [28]

2DGCS4 220 − Aperiod 70 + 220 −2.6∗2 1544 − No [30]

2DGCS3 220 173 635 − −1.8∗2 1550 32 Yes [29]

∗1 Simulated, ∗2 Measured
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2.4 Two-dimensional orthogonal grating couplers

In this chapter, the work is focused on the design of 2DGCSs with the holes forming an

orthogonal lattice. Two di�erent approaches regarding the shape of the holes are realized.

Firstly, the designs are based on cylindrical holes. Afterwards, the coupling e�ciency

of the structure with cuboidal holes is presented. Finally, this structure is optimized by

means of an automatized simulation mechanism to achieve a higher coupling e�ciency

using a genetic algorithm. The resulting structure is an aperiodic grating coupler.

2.4.1 Cylindrical holes

The structure is designed to work at a wavelength of λ = 1.55µm. A scheme of the

structure and the position of the optical �ber is shown in Figure 2.7(a). The �rst design

is realized for a BOX (SiO2) layer thickness of 1µm between the Si substrate and a 250 nm

thick top silicon layer. The etched depth of the holes in the top Si is 70 nm. The structure

is passivated with a 1µm thick SiO2 layer on top. The simulations are realized with an

optical �ber tilted an angle α = 10 ◦ with respect to the substrate surface normal. Besides,

the �ber is rotated at an angle ψ = 45 ◦ around the y-axis. The minimum distance from

the �ber to the grating is 1µm.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Scheme of the 2D grating coupler. (b) Top view of the grating structure.

In Figure 2.7(b), the top view of the grating is depicted. The number of holes is N ·N ,

being N = 19 to obtain a grating dimension similar than the optical �ber diameter. Later,

the number of holes N is varied adjusting slightly the grating dimension to study its

in�uence on the device performance.
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The impact on the coupling e�ciency of the grating period Λ and the radius of the

etched holes R is investigated. For this purpose the 2DGCS is simulated with the 3D-

FDTD method of the RSoft Photonic Device Tool, FullWAVE. The coupling e�ciency

is analyzed for the TE and TM polarizations, represented in Figure 2.7(a) as the s- and

p-polarizations of the �ber, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Simulation of the coupling e�ciency depending on the etched hole radius R
and the grating period Λ for (a) TE and (b) TM polarizations.

The coupler is simulated with di�erent grating periods Λ between 550 nm and 615 nm

with a 5 nm step for hole radii R between 175 nm and 215 nm with a step of 10 nm. The

best results of the coupling e�ciency are obtained for the radii R = 200 nm, R = 205 nm

and R = 210 nm. The simulation results of these structures are plotted in Figure 2.8. It

can be observed that the transmission is higher for a grating period Λ between 575 nm

and 590 nm with similar results for the three plotted radii.

In the following, the basic grating dimensions used are R = 200 nm and Λ = 580 nm, since

the transmission is maximized for these dimensions. For both polarizations the coupling

e�ciency is around −3.8 dB at λ = 1.55µm. The electric �eld distribution of this GC for

TE and TM is illustrated in Figure 2.9. This shows how the polarizations are split into

orthogonal directions. For the TE polarization, the �eld propagates towards the negative

z-axis and for the TM polarization it propagates towards the negative x-axis.

The optical transmitted power of this design is very similar for both polarizations. This

almost symmetrical performance of the 2DGCS is a desirable feature for practical appli-

cations where the polarization independent operation of the photonic circuit is required.

The coupling e�ciency is extremely a�ected by the BOX thickness. The light coming from
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Simulated electric �eld distribution of the 2DGCS for (a) TE and (b) TM
polarizations with R = 200 nm and Λ = 580 nm.

the optical �ber is di�racted because of the grating structure, however a high amount of

light is lost to the substrate. A part of this light is re�ected back to the grating due

to the di�erent refractive index of the two materials, SiO2 (BOX) and Si (substrate).

Therefore, the BOX thickness contributes to the coupling e�ciency of the structure if the

re�ected light interferes constructively with the transmitted light. The coupling e�ciency

of the previously described 2DGCS is simulated for di�erent BOX thicknesses for the

two orthogonal polarizations. The simulation results are presented in Figure 2.10. The

coupling e�ciency is maximal for a BOX thickness of around 3µm and it has a periodicity

of around 0.5µm. That means that the chosen SOITEC wafer, with 3µm BOX thickness,

is optimal to achieve a high coupling of the light into the waveguide.

Based on the re�ection e�ect described before, a metal layer is added at the bottom of

the BOX layer instead of the silicon substrate. The metal layer works as a perfect light

re�ector (mirror), avoiding light losses into the substrate. As a result of this modi�cation

the coupling e�ciency at λ = 1.55µm is enhanced reaching −1.9 dB and −2.0 dB for the

TE and TM polarizations, respectively.

The number of holes N ·N is changed in order to maximize the overlap between the elec-

tric �eld pro�le of the fundamental mode of the �ber and the grating along the lateral

and longitudinal directions for both polarizations [8]. It is observed that if the number of

holes is increased, the coupling e�ciency can be improved, but the bandwidth is slightly

reduced. The number of holes of the structure is increased to N = 23, since for a longer
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Figure 2.10: Coupling e�ciency of the 2DGCS depending on the SiO2 thickness for TE
and TM. Grating dimensions are R = 200 nm and Λ = 580 nm.

grating length the coupling e�ciency starts to saturate. In addition, it is a good compro-

mise between coupling e�ciency and BW. In Figure 2.11, the transmission spectrum of

the 2DGCS with N = 19 and N = 23 is shown. The results are summarized for the tar-

get wavelength λ = 1.55µm in Table 2.2. The 1 dB-bandwidth and the 3 dB-bandwidth

is de�ned as the width of the wavelength range where the optical transmission is reduced

by 1 dB or 3 dB, respectively, with respect to the maximum transmission of the grating.

Figure 2.11: Comparison of the transmission spectrum for N = 19 and N = 23 of the
2DGCS for TE and TM polarizations. R = 200 nm, Λ = 580 nm and with
bottom metal mirror.
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Table 2.2: Coupling e�ciency at λ = 1.55µm and BW of the 2DGCS with bottom metal
mirror.

N = 19 N = 23

Polarization TE TM TE TM

Coupling e�ciency [dB] −1.9 −2.0 −1.8 −1.9

1 dB-Bandwidth [nm] 38 38 36 36

3 dB-Bandwidth [nm] 66 65.5 62 61

2.4.2 Cuboidal holes

A new periodic structure is designed with cuboidal holes instead of cylinders. The lay-

out and description of the most important parameters are shown in Figure 2.12. This

grating is based on the design described previously in chapter 2.4.1. The grating period

is Λ = 580 nm and the holes are etched 70 nm in the Si. The holes have an edge length

a = 400 nm (based on the dimensions of the cylinder radius). The use of cuboids intro-

duce a new parameter, the rotation angle of the cuboids θ. This parameter needs to be

optimized in order to achieve the best grating design for a maximum coupling e�ciency.

Figure 2.12: Top view of the grating structure with cuboidal holes.

In Figure 2.13, the simulation results of the coupling e�ciency depending on the angle θ

are plotted for the corresponding outputs 1 and 2. The TE and TM polarization signals

coming from the �ber are transmitted to the output 1 and 2, respectively, as TE mode.

The light power coupled into the other outputs is neglectable, i.e < −20 dB.

The optical �ber is slightly shifted from the center of the grating to observe the in�uence

of the positioning of the �ber on the coupling e�ciency. If the center of the �ber is shifted

from the center of the cuboid in the middle of the GC, the performance of the 2DGCS is
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not identical for both orthogonal polarizations. Since for the orthogonal polarizations it is

not a symmetric structure. Therefore, depending on the rotation angle θ of the cuboids,

the coupling e�ciency for TE and TM varies. For the angles θ = 20 ◦ and θ = 30 ◦ similar

coupling e�ciency for the two polarizations are observed. However, the di�erences are

larger for the other rotation angles.

Figure 2.13: Simulated optical transmission of the �ber s-polarization (TE) at output 1
and p-polarization (TM) at output 2 of the coupler for di�erent rotation
angles of the cuboidal holes θ.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.14: Simulated coupling e�ciency versus edge length a for di�erent rotation
angles θ. (a) TE and (b) TM. With λ = 1.55µm, Λ = 580 nm, N = 19 and
without bottom mirror.

The edge length a of the squares is studied for three di�erent rotation angles: 30 ◦, 40 ◦
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and 60 ◦. In Figure 2.14, the results show that the optimal dimensions, taking into account

the two polarizations, are θ = 30 ◦ with a = 360 nm. This structure is simulated adding a

metal bottom mirror under the BOX for a hole matrix of N ·N = 23 · 23. The coupling

e�ciency achieved is −1.9 dB for TE (output 1) and −2.1 dB for TM (output 2). The

1 dB-bandwidth is 35 nm for both polarizations. The 3 dB-bandwidth is 61 nm for TE

and 60 nm for TM.

The grating structure with cuboids shows only a slightly lower coupling e�ciency than

the one with cylinders, −0.1 dB for TE and −0.2 dB for TM. As it has been demonstrated

in studies with 1DGC [8], the coupling can be enhanced if the periodic grating is modi-

�ed. The aim is matching the electric �eld pro�le of the fundamental mode of the �ber,

Gaussian distribution, with the �eld pro�le of the grating. This can be done by adjusting

the dimensions of the grating grooves and ribs. The same principle can be assumed for the

2D gratings. In order to achieve this �eld pro�le, an aperiodic 2D structure is designed.

For this purpose, the cuboids allow a simpler way of building aperiodic structures than

with cylinders. In the next chapter 2.4.2.1 a study of 2D aperiodic structures is described

in detail.

2.4.2.1 Aperiodic 2D grating couplers

The performance of the 2DGCS described previously can be optimized if the grating

is reshaped to an aperiodic structure. Parameters as the width w and the length l of

the cuboids can be tuned to maximize the coupling e�ciency. These parameters can be

modi�ed independently for each row and column. Since the 2D grating requires a 3D-

FDTD simulation, the simulations are very time-consuming. For this reason, parameters

as the rotation angle of the cuboids and the grating period are kept constant to reduce

the complexity. This means, θ = 0 ◦ and Λ = 580 nm, where Λ is the distance between the

centers of two adjacent holes. Figure 2.15(a) shows the layout of the holes. Rectangles

with the same color have the same dimensions to keep the symmetry of the structure.

The structure is simulated with a bottom metal mirror.

A �rst simulation shows the in�uence of a di�erent hole size for the �rst 5 rows and

columns on the �eld pro�le of the grating. The simulation results for the TE polarization

are shown in Figure 2.15(b), where the electric �eld pro�le of the periodic grating coupler

(blue line) and the aperiodic grating coupler (red line) are compared. It is observed that

the modi�cation of the �rst hole lines of the structure have a huge impact on the di�racted

�eld. The simulated aperiodic grating shows that the maxima of the E-�eld are higher

and shifted in z-direction to the middle of the grating structure matching better with the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.15: (a) Scheme of the top view of the grating coupler. Holes with the same
color have the same dimensions. (b) Comparison of the simulated electric
�eld pro�le between the periodic and the aperiodic 2DGCS changing the
�rst 5 hole lines.

Gaussian �eld pro�le of the optical �ber. Therefore, only the dimensions of the �rst �ve

columns and rows are adjusted, since this reduces memory and time consumption of the

simulations signi�cantly.

A MATLAB script is written to automatize a huge number of simulations using a genetic

algorithm [16] to modify several parameters of the grating at the same time. In order to

optimize the aperiodic structure the following steps are realized by the algorithm for each

iteration [31]:

1. Select independently the width w and length l of the holes for each of the �rst 5

lines and columns as depicted in Figure 2.15.

2. The values of the width w and the length l are selected following the criteria of

the genetic algorithm. This means, 10 variables shall be optimized with the genetic

algorithm.

3. 3D-FDTD simulations are realized with the chosen values to calculate the coupling

e�ciency of each structure.

4. The dimensions and simulation results of each grating are saved and the next iter-

ation is started (back to step 1).
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The results of this optimization process are presented in Figure 2.16. This plot shows

the best coupling e�ciency achieved after a speci�c number of iterations. It is observed

that after 300 iterations, the coupling e�ciency of the modi�ed grating is better than the

periodic structures presented in chapter 2.4.1 and chapter 2.4.2, which are also optimized

with a metal bottom mirror. After 2000 iterations no further signi�cant improvement

is observed. The dimensions and layout of the best simulated aperiodic 2DGCS are

presented in Figure 2.17(a). The coupling e�ciency of this structure is −1.7 dB for TE

and −1.9 dB for TM at λ = 1.55µm. Further optimizations can be investigated if more

hole lines are tuned and other parameters like the position of the holes and the rotation

angle θ of the rectangular etched holes are also modi�ed.

The transmission spectrum of the optimized grating is plotted in Figure 2.17(b). It

shows a very similar coupling e�ciency for the complete simulated spectrum for both

polarizations. The TE polarization has a slightly better coupling e�ciency and BW than

the TM polarization. This small di�erence could be compensated by tuning the rotation

angle θ of the rectangle etched holes. The 1 dB-BW is around 36 nm for TE and 33 nm

for TM. The coupler exhibits a 3 dB-BW of around 63 nm for TE and 60 nm for TM.

Figure 2.16: Results of the best coupling e�ciency achieved vs. the number of simula-
tions, i.e algorithm iterations, realized using a genetic algorithm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.17: (a) Layout (top view) and dimensions of the optimized aperiodic 2DGCS.
(b) Simulated optical transmission spectrum of the optimized aperiodic
design.

2.5 Two-dimensional focusing grating couplers

The couplers described in chapter 2.4 have a width of around 14µm. By means of these

structures the light coming from the optical �ber is coupled into the top silicon layer with

a thickness of 250 nm. If the light has to be guided through a monomode waveguide,

which has a width of around 400 nm, the use of a tapered waveguide is a simple and

e�ective solution to solve this problem. Di�erent types of tapers working adiabatically

can be used for this purpose, some examples can be found in [32]. Adiabatic tapers

are realized decreasing or increasing the cross section size of a waveguide very slowly to

convert the propagating �rst order mode of the wide waveguide to the �rst order mode

of the narrow waveguide or vice versa. This shall be done with low loss and diminishing

the mode conversion of the �rst order mode to radiation or higher order modes. Linear

adiabatic tapers with a length of around 400µm are fabricated and measured during this

work showing a transmission loss of around 0.4 dB. However, one target of GCs is to

reduce the size of the optical circuits as much as possible. Therefore, the development of

grating structures with high coupling e�ciency and also small size is in focus here. For

this purpose, focusing grating couplers are investigated and fabricated during the thesis.

The 2D focusing grating coupler (2DFGC) is basically a similar structure as the 2DGCS

described in chapter 2.4, but with the additional feature of focusing the light into the

waveguide at the same time. This allows that the length of the taper used to guide the

light from the coupler to the waveguide can be drastically reduced. In Figure 2.18, a
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of a 2DGCS with orthogonal hole lattice (left) and a 2D fo-
cusing grating coupler (right).

comparison between the dimension of a 2DGCS with adiabatic taper and a 2DFGC with

a customized taper is shown.

The holes etched in the top Si layer of the 2DFGC form a grid of N ·N . These holes

are placed forming elliptical curves instead of straight lines. Nevertheless, the number

of curves for each x- and z-direction is still de�ned as N . The exact position where the

holes are etched can be described as the intersection of the orthogonal overlay of two 1D

focusing grating couplers.

For the design of the focusing grating, the Bragg condition equation (Equation 2.39) has

to be ful�lled.

Focusing grating lines can be de�ned in the xz-plane to ful�ll the condition of constructive

interference as

qλ0 = zn1 sinα− neff

√
x2 + z2, (2.45)

(
z + qλ0n1 sinα

n2
eff−n

2
1 sin2 α

)2

(
qλ0neff

n2
eff−n

2
1 sin2 α

)2 +
x2(
qλ0√

n2
eff−n

2
1 sin2 α

)2 = 1. (2.46)

The Equation 2.45 is a second order equation in the xz-plane. If the terms are reordered,

the equation of an ellipse is obtained (Equation 2.46). Therefore, the curves representing

the position of the holes are ellipses with a common focal point [33]. In Figure 2.19(a),

these curves are plotted. The parameter which de�nes the di�erent cofocal ellipses is

the number of the grating line q. If q is changed, the size and position of the ellipses

are modi�ed. The area of the 2DFGC is represented in Figure 2.19(a) as a green square
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centered in the coordinates (0, 0). The o�set in the x- and z-direction determines the

position of the center of the coupler. The curves inside of this area are the only ones

considered in the design. The �nal 2DFGC is built as the superposition of the same

curves but rotated at an angle of 90 ◦. At the intersection of these curves holes are etched.

An example of one of the structures designed is shown in Figure 2.19(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.19: (a) Ellipses with di�erent values of q and a common focal point accord-
ing to Equation 2.46. (b) Result of the orthogonal overlap of the ellipses
calculated for the 2DFGC. The holes of the grating are etched at the in-
tersections.

In order to optimize the 2DFGC a MATLAB script is written to calculate the position of

the holes depending on the parameter q and the o�set. The o�set is de�ned as the (x,z)

coordinates where the center of the square, that represents the coupler area, is placed.

After the hole positions are calculated, the design is exported to FullWAVE and the 3D-

FDTD simulation of the structure is executed. This algorithm is automatized to adjust

the main parameters in order to maximize the coupling e�ciency of the coupler. As

realized with the 2DGCS in chapter 2.4, the designs are made with cylindrical and also

cuboidal holes in the top Si layer.

For the design of the 2DFGC with cylindrical holes, the dependence of the coupling

e�ciency versus q and the radius of the holes R is investigated. The parameter qmin

represents the minimum value of q of all the ellipses included in the coupler, i.e. inside

of the green square in Figure 2.19. The number of ellipses are limited to N ·N = 23 · 23.

The simulations are realized for a range of R between 150 nm to 300 nm with a step of
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15 nm for di�erent qmin = 10; 20; 30; 34; 36; 50. The optimum radius calculated for all the

simulated qmin is R = 255 nm, except for qmin = 10, whose optimum radius is R = 210 nm.

Nevertheless, the coupling e�ciency in this last case is much lower than for the other

simulated qmin with R = 255 nm. In Table 2.3 the best results obtained are summarized.

It can be observed that the coupling e�ciency for TE and TM polarizations is higher for

a higher value of qmin. It has to be taken into account that for higher values of q the light

is less focused. Therefore, the taper used after the grating coupler to focus the light to

the desired waveguide width has to be longer. Hence, this is a tradeo� between coupling

e�ciency and the size of the complete optical coupling structure.

Table 2.3: Characteristics and coupling e�ciency results at λ = 1.55µm for the simu-
lated 2DFGCs with cylindrical holes.

Radius
R [nm]

Period
Λ [nm]

qmin N
O�set (x,z)

[µm]

TE
Coupling

e�ciency [dB]

TM
Coupling

e�ciency [dB]

210 600 10 23 (0,−3.5) −6.3 −6.7

255 610 20 23 (0,−9.5) −5.6 −5.7

255 610 30 23 (0,−15.0) −5.0 −5.2

255 610 34 19 (0,−17.5) −5.0 −5.1

255 610 36 23 (0,−18.5) −4.8 −5.0

255 610 50 23 (0,−26.2) −4.5 −4.7

The 2DFGC is also designed with cuboids as holes. For this case, the dimension of the

holes and the rotation angle θ are also optimized. The side of the cuboidal holes a is varied

from 300 nm to 500 nm with a step of 20 nm. The results of the simulations show that

the best coupling e�ciency is achieved for a = 440 nm. For this dimension, the rotation

angle that presents a similar coupling e�ciency for the two orthogonal polarizations is

θ = 36 ◦. The coupling e�ciency and the design parameters of the structures with θ = 0 ◦

and θ = 36 ◦ are shown in Table 2.4. For θ = 36 ◦, the coupling e�ciency compared to the

coupler with cylinders with the same o�set, qmin, N and Λ is 0.4 dB and 0.3 dB lower for

TE and TM, respectively.

Figure 2.20 illustrates the layout of the most signi�cant 2DFGC designs with the corre-

sponding dimensions. In order to optimize the coupling e�ciency of these designs, the

simulations are repeated adding a metal mirror under the BOX layer. The results of the

coupling e�ciency and the 1 dB-BW of these designs are summarized and compared with
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Table 2.4: Characteristics and coupling e�ciency results at λ = 1.55µm for the simu-
lated 2DFGCs with cuboidal holes.

Hole side
a [nm]

θ [◦]
Period
Λ [nm]

qmin N
O�set (x,z)

[µm]

TE
Coupling

e�ciency [dB]

TM
Coupling

e�ciency [dB]

440 0 610 34 19 (0,−17.5) −5.5 −5.6

440 36 610 34 19 (0,−17.5) −5.4 −5.4

other publications in Table 2.5.

Figure 2.20: Layout of the optimized 2DFGC designs (Design A, B and C) with cuboidal
and cylindrical holes and their most important parameters.

Looking into the results of the optimized 2DFGCs with metal mirror presented in Ta-

ble 2.5, it can be observed that the coupling e�ciency for the Design C is around 0.7 dB

higher than for the Design B and 0.3 dB higher than for the Design A. However, the

1 dB-BW is higher for the design with cuboids than the designs with cylinders. The 1 dB-

BW for the design with cuboids is 46 nm. The 1 dB-BW for the cylindrical hole designs

are 45 nm and 40 nm for the Design A and Design C, respectively. In addition, the pa-

rameter qmin is higher for the Design C (qmin = 50) and as it was mentioned before, this

fact has a direct in�uence on the focusing performance of the structure. For the designs

with qmin = 34, the light is focused more acutely and the length of the taper after the

grating structure can be reduced considerably. For the design with qmin = 50, the focal

length is larger and therefore a longer taper is needed. Comparing the results with other
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Table 2.5: Comparison of the best 2DFGC designs with the state of the art.

Hole
Shape

Mirror
TE

Coupling
e�ciency [dB]

TM
Coupling

e�ciency [dB]

1 dB-BW
[nm]

Reference

Cylinder No
−5.7

@ λ = 1520 nm
−5.7

@ λ = 1520 nm
− [34]

Customized Yes
−2.0

@ λ = 1480 nm
−2.0

@ λ = 1480 nm
27 [35]

Cylinder No
−4.4

@ λ = 1548 nm
−4.8

@ λ = 1560 nm
32 [36]

Cylinder
No −5.0∗ −5.1∗ 43 This work

Design AYes −2.7∗ −2.9∗ 45

Cuboid
No −5.4∗ −5.4∗ 45 This work

Design BYes −3.1∗ −3.2∗ 46

Cylinder
No −4.5∗ −4.7∗ − This work

Design CYes −2.4∗ −2.5∗ 40

* at λ = 1.55µm

publications, the structures of this work show a promising performance. The results are

similar compared to the best structures of other technologies at di�erent wavelengths. The

simulated coupling e�ciency of the couplers of this work is given for the target telecom-

munication wavelength of 1.55µm. The results show a high enhancement of the coupling

e�ciency by using the metal mirror without the use of complex customized hole shapes

[35]. The designs presented exhibit wider 1 dB-BW than the reference publications of

Table 2.5.

2.5.1 Customized tapers

The taper structures are analyzed in more detail. Simulations are realized to study the

behavior of light after the output of the grating structure. The electric �eld pro�le

of Design A (Figure 2.20) is presented in Figure 2.21(a) for the TE polarization. This

2DFGC has a width of 12.6µm. In order to simulate the e�ect of the focusing grating, a Si

waveguide with the same width as the 2DFGC is added at the outputs of the grating. The

results show how the light is focused after around 17.5µm from a width of around 12µm
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to a width of 3µm. In addition, it can be observed that the light focus is shifted to the left

side of the waveguide around 3.5µm from the middle of the waveguide. Therefore, this is

an important parameter for the accurate design of the taper and the precise positioning of

a waveguide to avoid high losses of the optical circuit. The light propagation is compared

with one of the 2DGCS presented in chapter 2.4. It can be observed in Figure 2.21(b) that

the light in this case is not focused and the transmission is only slightly shifted, around

1.5µm from the middle of the waveguide.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.21: Electric �eld pro�le of the (a) 2DFGC and (b) 2DGCS, both with a strip
Si waveguide with the same width as the coupler.

The most signi�cant parameters for the design of these customized tapers to couple the

light e�ciently and with a small footprint are described in Figure 2.22. The length of

the taper b is de�ned as the focal length of the 2DFGC. This is the point where the light

is maximally focused. The 2DFGC designs presented before are simulated again, but

adding a taper at the output. The taper is used to couple the light into a monomode

waveguide of 400 nm width. Therefore, the width at the end of the simulated tapers is

set to this value. The taper is optimized varying the center point X of the taper output

depending on the di�erent qmin and the corresponding focal length, i.e. taper length b.

The results are shown in Figure 2.22(right). The maximum total coupling e�ciency is

achieved for the design with qmin = 50, i.e. Design C in Figure 2.20. This structure shows

the largest shift of the center position of the taper, X = −4.8µm. This is due to the
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Figure 2.22: Scheme of the taper with the most signi�cant parameters (left). Simulation
results of the coupling e�ciency vs. the center position X of the taper
output varying the parameter qmin of the 2DFGC designs and the taper
length b (right).

light angle ψ at the output of the grating being higher for higher parameter qmin of the

grating. Thus, the deviation of the center position of the taper increases if qmin rises.

For this structure, the taper length is b = 26.2µm. This results in a taper loss of 0.7 dB,

but allows a 93% reduction of the taper length if it is compared with the regular 400µm

length linear adiabatic taper. The total coupling e�ciency, including the 2DFGC and the

taper, is −3.1 dB. The results for the total TE coupling e�ciency of all the optimized

structures are summarized in Table 2.6.

It can be observed in Figure 2.22(right) that the curve corresponding to Design A with

qmin = 34 shows a higher coupling e�ciency than the ones with min = 30 and qmin = 36.

It has to be taken into account that Design A has a lower value of N than the rest of the

designs, i.e. N = 19 instead of N = 23. Therefore, the performance of the 2DFGC is a

bit di�erent. A deeper study of the in�uence of the N parameter together with the taper

structure, e.g. varying the width at the end of the taper, could be realized in further

investigations to continue the optimization and development of the taper structures.

A �rst approach to reduce the customized taper losses is depicted in Figure 2.23. The new

design, named Structure III, is based on the idea of utilizing the focusing performance of

the 2DFGC by adding a strip waveguide with the same width as the grating and the same

length as the distance where the light focusing is maximized, i.e. b. From this point is

where a linear adiabatic taper is added to reduce the width of the guided light from 3µm

to 400 nm. This allows a reduction of the taper length avoiding high losses. A comparison
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between the 2DGCS with adiabatic taper and the 2DFGC (Design C) with the di�erent

taper designs is presented in Figure 2.23. The results show the total coupling e�ciency,

i.e. the coupling e�ciency of the coupler including the losses of the taper. The grating

used for the structure named Structure I is the one optimized in chapter 2.4.

Table 2.6: Simulation results of the total TE coupling e�ciency at λ = 1.55µm for the
2DFGC designs with metal mirror and customized taper.

Hole
Shape

R [nm] Λ [µm] N qmin b [µm] X [µm]
TE

Coupling
e�ciency [dB]

Taper
Loss [dB]

Cylinder 210 600 23 10 3.5 −1.7 −5.7 −10.0

Cylinder 255 610 23 20 9.5 −2.4 −4.2 −11.1

Cylinder 255 610 23 30 15.0 −3.1 −4.1 −9.0

Cylinder 255 610 19 34 17.5 −3.2 −3.6 −10.2

Cylinder 255 610 23 36 18.5 −3.6 −4.0 −8.6

Cylinder 255 610 23 50 26.2 −4.8 −3.1 −11.0
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Figure 2.23: Comparison of the total coupling e�ciency including the taper loss, 1 dB-
BW and taper length of the optimized couplers with di�erent taper designs.
The simulations are realized with a bottom metal mirror and λ = 1.55µm.

2.5.2 Measurement and optimization

Di�erent passive Si integrated structures are fabricated using a SOI wafer at the Institut

für Mikroelektronik Stuttgart (IMS CHIPS). The integrated optical circuit consists of a

2DFGC with a customized taper at each of the outputs of the 2D grating. Each of the

ends of these tapers is connected to a monomode waveguide with 400 nm width and 30µm

length. Each monomode waveguide is followed by a standard linear adiabatic taper with

a length of 400µm. At the end of each taper an optimized aperiodic 1DGC with high

coupling e�ciency allows the coupling of the light from the chip into the �ber. The

etched holes of the 2DFGC are cylinders with a depth of 70 nm in the top Si layer, whose

thickness is 250 nm. On top, a SiO2 passivation layer with a 1µm thickness is deposited

after etching. The radius of the holes is R = 250 nm with a period of Λ = 610 nm and

qmin = 34. The number of hole lines is N ·N = 19 · 19. The taper of the 2DFGC has a

length of b = 19.6µm with a center position of X = 3.3µm. The layout of the fabricated

2DFGC and the customized taper is presented in Figure 2.24(a). A micrograph of the
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integrated optical circuit with the 2DFGC, on the left side, connected to two 1DGC

couplers, on the right side, is shown in Figure 2.24(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.24: (a) Layout and (b) micrograph of the fabricated 2DFGC.

The measurement setup used for the coupling e�ciency measurements of the fabricated

structures is depicted in Figure 2.25. The setup consists of a tunable laser in the wave-

length range between 1500 nm and 1580 nm, followed by a polarization controller. The

use of a polarization controller allows the measurement of the device under test (DUT)

for di�erent polarization of the light. At the output of the polarization controller a tilted

optical �ber transmits the light to the 2DFGC. The light propagates through the optical

integrated waveguide and is coupled out from the chip into another tilted �ber by means

of a 1DGC. Then, the light is transmitted via the optical �ber to an optical power meter,

where the output light power is measured. The data of the light power provided by the

tunable laser depending on the wavelength and the measured power given by the power

meter at the same wavelength are collected by the computer (PC). This allows an autom-

atized measurement of the coupling e�ciency of the DUT depending on the wavelength.

The coupling e�ciency is a highly sensitive parameter in regard to the optical �ber posi-

tion. Therefore, piezoelectric actuators are mounted in the setup to precisely adjust the
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position of the �bers along the three perpendicular directions.

Figure 2.25: Scheme of the measurement setup used for the optical characterization of
the waveguides and the GCs.

In order to determine the coupling e�ciency of the fabricated coupler, the setup has to be

calibrated. To determine the losses due to the polarization controller and �bers, the input

�ber coming from the polarization controller is connected directly to the output �ber. The

losses measured for this setup are de�ned as asetup. The losses due to the coupling and the

optical circuit on chip are calibrated by means of embedded calibration structures. For

this purpose, di�erent test structures are designed and fabricated on the same die as the

2DFGC designs. One of these test structures includes two aperiodic 1DGCs connected by

a waveguide with the same width than the 1DGC. This structure allows to identify the

coupling e�ciency of the aperiodic 1DGC. If the calibration includes the losses due to the

adiabatic taper and the monomode waveguides, the test structure used is composed by

two aperiodic 1DGCs, each of them with a linear adiabatic taper. This coupler with the

adiabatic taper is de�ned as reference coupler. The two reference couplers are connected

directly or by means of a monomode waveguide with a width of 400 nm and length L.

Several test structures with the same design, but only with a variation of the length L

of the monomode waveguide, are measured. Thereby, the loss of the waveguide aWG (in

dB/µm) can be calculated. The coupling e�ciency of the reference coupler ηREF can be

expressed as follows

ηREF = −P1[dBm]− P2[dBm]− asetup[dB]− aWG · L[dB]

2
, (2.47)

where P1 and P2 are the light power provided by the tunable laser and measured by the

optical power meter, respectively. Both powers are given in dBm. The coupling e�ciency

of the fabricated 2DFGC circuit (DUT) de�ned as ηDUT consists of the coupling e�ciency
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of the 2DFGC including the customized taper η2DG, the coupling e�ciency of the reference

coupler ηREF and the loss due to the waveguide aWG · L as shown in Figure 2.25, which

yields

ηDUT = η2DG[dB] + ηREF[dB]− aWG · L[dB]. (2.48)

In addition, the measured ηDUT can also be expressed as

ηDUT = −(P1[dBm]− P2[dBm]− asetup[dB]). (2.49)

Therefore, the performance of the 2DFGC with the customized taper can be isolated and

characterized. The coupling e�ciency is given by

η2DG = −(P1[dBm]− P2[dBm]− asetup[dB]− aWG · L[dB] + ηREF[dB]) (2.50)

Applying this calibration, the measurement results of the coupling e�ciency of the 2DFGC

with customized taper are shown in Figure 2.26. The measurements are realized with the

�bers tilted at an angle of 13 ◦ with respect to the normal of the coupler. The results

show a maximum coupling e�ciency of η2DG = −7.02 dB at λ = 1560 nm for the TM

polarization and η2DG = −7.63 dB for TE at the same wavelength. The maximum for the

TE polarization is measured at λ = 1571 nm with a coupling e�ciency of −7.61 dB. For

both polarizations the measured curves are similar showing a 1 dB-BW of around 30 nm.

Precisely, for the case of the TM polarization, the 1 dB-BW is a bit higher than 30 nm,

but the coupling e�ciency at larger wavelengths is not measured since the setup allows

reliable measurements only up to 1580 nm.

The measurements are compared with the simulation results of the same grating design

with and without customized tapers for both orthogonal polarizations. The shape of the

curves are analogous to the measured ones, but an o�set in the coupling e�ciency can

be observed. This may be caused by irregularities in the fabrication, see Appendix A,

especially the critical hole dimensions. A deviation from the original design shape and

dimension can drastically reduce the coupling e�ciency. Another factor to be investigated

in the future is the coupling e�ciency of the customized taper itself: Test structures with

di�erent customized tapers can be fabricated to be able to characterize the performance of

the tapers and investigate if the optical mode at the end of the tapers match perfectly with

the fundamental mode of the monomode waveguide or maybe extra losses can be derived

from this connection. Nevertheless, the measurement results show promising performance

of the focused grating coupler with a customized taper. This design with a very small
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footprint of 30µm · 32µm (Figure 2.24) allows the coupling of light from an optical SMF

with 10µm diameter to an embedded monomode waveguide with a width of 400 nm and

a height of 250 nm.

Figure 2.26: Measurement results of the fabricated 2DFGC with customized taper and
comparison with the simulated structure with and without customized ta-
per.

This structure can be optimized using a bottom metal mirror at the substrate interface

with the BOX in order to avoid light losses into the substrate. In addition, the coupling

e�ciency can be further enhanced adjusting slightly the design parameter as the optimized

Design C (Figure 2.20). The coupling e�ciency depending on the wavelength is simulated

for the fabricated and the optimized 2DFGC. The results are plotted in Figure 2.27. The

two curves on top are the results of the optimized 2DFGC with a metal mirror. This

shows the improvement of the coupling e�ciency of the optimized 2DFGC with respect

to the fabricated 2DFGC without metal mirror (two bottom curves). The maximum

coupling e�ciency of only the grating coupler, without taking into account the losses

of the customized taper, is −2.22 dB at λ = 1560 nm. Considering the in�uence of the

customized taper, the e�ciency is η2DG = −2.96 dB. The coupling performance of the

fabricated 2DFGC including the customized taper could be optimized around 2.7 dB if

the Design C (Structure II Figure 2.23) with a metal bottom mirror is fabricated.
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of the simulated coupling e�ciency of the optimized 2DFGC
with a bottom metal mirror (Design C) and the fabricated 2DFGC design
without bottom mirror. Both structures are simulated with and without
the customized taper.
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3 Silicon optical modulator

Nowadays, the rapid increase of the communication data rates requires the use of in-

frastructure that maximizes the system capacity and minimizes the signal degradation.

Therefore, the demand for �ber optical communication systems is drastically increasing.

The optical modulator is a key element in such systems. High modulation e�ciency, small

size, low bias voltage, high extinction ratio, low optical loss and wide bandwidth are the

�gures of merit of the modulators to be optimized. Low cost is decisive for commercial

systems, therefore silicon optical modulators are in focus.

3.1 Fundamentals of optical transmission systems

This chapter presents a short insight into the �eld of the optical transmission systems

with special focus on optical modulators. The theoretical basics of the main devices,

parameters and numerical methods used during the design phase of the optical modulator

are described.

An optical transmission system consists of an optical transmitter, a link and a receiver.

The optical transmitter and receiver transform the electrical signal into an optical signal

(transmitter) or vice versa (receiver). The aim is the transmission of the information by

means of an optical �ber or an integrated waveguide, i.e. an embedded optical circuit on

a die.

For the design of an optical system, �rst it is important to know the type of the signal and

the bit rate that shall be sent. For example, analog or digital, codi�cation, optical source

used, etc. These factors have a direct in�uence on the complexity of the transmitter and

the receiver and the modulation format used. The optimal solution of the target system

can diverge extremely of each other in order to ful�ll the requirements of the network.

A brief overview of the components of an optical system is outlined in the following

chapters. In addition, a theoretical background of the modulation formats and design

concepts of the optical modulators is described with more details.
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3.1.1 Optical transmitter

An optical transmitter is mainly composed of an optical source and a modulation mech-

anism that can be integrated in the optical source. For systems with higher modulation

order, a separate optical modulator is preferred.

3.1.1.1 Optical source

Typically, light emitting diodes (LED) or laser diodes serve as optical sources in optical

�ber communication systems. Depending on the target system and the requirements, the

most important characteristics of the light sources shall be evaluated to select the optimal

one. Some of the fundamental parameters to be considered are: power level, coherent or

incoherent light, wavelength and date rate.

The distances of optical transmission span the range from millimeters to many kilometers.

Hence, the power of the source has a signi�cant importance.

Considering the type of light, it can be classi�ed as coherent or incoherent light. Coherent

light consists of one frequency with narrow bandwidth, while incoherent light contains

several frequencies.

The wavelength emitted by the light source is essential for the design of the optical

system. Since the materials used in the fabrication of the devices are directly related

to the operating wavelength of the system. For example, at the same wavelength some

materials are transparent and other materials absorb. The common wavelengths used in

telecommunications are around 1310 nm and 1550 nm. The minimum of attenuation for

optical �bers is reached at 1550 nm. This band is known as the third optical transmission

window.

The data rate at which the transmitter can be modulated shall be also considered. Since

an external optical modulator could be required in order to increase the data rate of the

system.

The LED and the laser diode are used for di�erent scenarios depending on the target.

The main characteristics of these two light sources are brie�y described.

The LED is a light source with spontaneous and incoherent light emission, whose struc-

ture is a forward biased semiconductor pn-junction. The emitted light spectrum is in the

wavelength range between 30 nm and 60 nm, which is relatively wide. Chromatic disper-

sion and low directionality lead to low e�ciencies and limit the use of LEDs for optical

�ber communications. However, LEDs are cheap and widely available for consumers.

The laser diode is a light source with stimulated and coherent emission. The most impor-
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tant elements that form a laser structure are: the active material excited by a pumping

electrical source and the resonator cavity. The working principle of the laser consists of

exciting the carriers of the active material applying an electrical source. Then, thanks to

the stimulated emission process, the photons traveling in the resonance cavity generate

more photons with the same frequency, energy and propagation direction. Therefore, the

output power of the laser is generally higher than the LED. In addition, the laser diodes

have a higher directionality than LEDs. This allows for a higher coupling e�ciency with

optical �bers and accordingly a higher e�ciency of the optical system. Furthermore, the

transmission of the light emitted by a laser can be realized with a single mode �ber with

a single wavelength. This reduces modal dispersion.

Disadvantages of the laser in comparison to the LED include cost and sensitivity to

temperature. Nevertheless, the laser is the optical source most commonly used in optical

communications systems due to the compact size, high emission power and e�ciency and

a narrow spectrum of emission.

3.1.1.2 Optical modulator

The transmission of information in an optical system is realized modulating one or more

parameters of the light commonly with an electrical signal. Some of the parameters

that can be manipulated for the optical modulation are: intensity, phase, frequency and

polarization.

The modulation can be realized directly in the optical source or by an external modula-

tor. Direct modulation is done by adding the modulated electrical signal on the driving

current of the optical source. This modulation is an on-o� keying (OOK) or intensity

modulation. However, although it is a simple and cheap method, some disadvantages

shall be considered as chirp, clipping or nonlinear response.

The use of external modulators allows for simpler optical sources with constant output

power. This means, the driving current of the source is constant and therefore the life-

time of the device is increased. In addition, higher modulation speed can be achieved

and undesired e�ects as chirp are reduced. The most commonly used external optical

modulators are described below.

3.1.1.2.1 Phase modulator A phase modulator can be realized with a single optical

waveguide where, by means of an external electrical source, the refractive index of the

waveguide material is changed. Thereby, the propagation of the light is modi�ed. This

results in a modulation of the phase of the optical signal. A scheme of a phase modulator
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is depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Scheme of an optical phase modulator.

The input light propagates through the waveguide and an electrical signal V (t) is applied

by the electrodes of the structure. This produces a phase shift of the optical signal de�ned

as ϕ(t). The transfer function of the modulator is described by the electric �eld as follows

Eout(t) = Ein(t)ejϕ(t) = Ein(t)e
jπV (t)
Vπ , (3.1)

where Vπ is the voltage needed to achieve a phase shift of the optical wave of π.

A key parameter to describe the light propagation depending on the material is the

refractive index n:

n = n− jκ =
√
ε, (3.2)

where κ is the extinction coe�cient that describes the absorption of the medium and n

is the real part of the refractive index. The refractive index can be also expressed as the

square root of the complex dielectric constant ε.

Assuming that the light is a plane electromagnetic wave traveling in z-direction, the wave

number for lossy materials is de�ned as

kz = β − j α
2
, (3.3)

where β is the phase coe�cient and α is the intensity absorption coe�cient. The electric

�eld is given by [2]

E(x, y, z, t) = Exe
j(wt−kzz) = Exe

−jβze−
α
2
zejwt. (3.4)

The phase coe�cient of the wave is then

β =
2πn

λ
(3.5)
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and the absorption coe�cient is

α =
4πκ

λ
, (3.6)

where λ is the light wavelength.

Optical modulators use the change of the absorption coe�cient for intensity modulation

or the change of the refractive index for phase modulation. Frequency or polarization

modulation are techniques much more complex that require for both, transmitter and

receiver, more challenging designs.

Di�erent techniques can be used to change the refractive index. The Pockels e�ect and the

Kerr e�ect vary the dielectric constant ε of the material when an electric �eld is applied.

In the case of the Pockels e�ect, the variation is linear to the electric �eld (∆ε ∝ E) and

in the case of the Kerr e�ect, the variation is proportional to the quadratic of the electric

�eld (∆ε ∝ E2). However, these two electro-optic e�ects are very weak in silicon.

With the Franz-Keldysh e�ect and the Stark e�ect a change in the optical absorption of the

semiconductor material is caused by means of the electric �eld applied [37]. These e�ects

are often used for intensity modulation. For example, germanium is a semiconductor

material which can absorb the light at the telecommunication wavelength 1.55µm.

The thermo-optic e�ect and the acousto-optic e�ect also modify the refractive index.

However, they are not optimal for silicon optical modulators, since the response is weak

and slow for high frequencies.

Special focus is given for the plasma dispersion e�ect. This method, used to change the re-

fractive index of the semiconductor, has a suitable relevance in silicon optical modulators.

It has a strong and fast response in Si, so high frequency modulation can be achieved.

The change of the refractive index, both the real and the imaginary part, by the variation

of the carrier concentration is described with the Soref and Bennett formulas for Si at

λ = 1.55µm [38]. These are given by

∆n = −[8.8 · 10−22 ·∆Nd + 8.5 · 10−18 · (∆Na)0.8], (3.7)

∆α = 8.5 · 10−18 ·∆Nd + 6 · 10−18 ·∆Na, (3.8)

where ∆n is the change of the refractive index (real part) and ∆α is the change of the

absorption coe�cient (imaginary part of the refractive index). The change of the electron

(donor) and hole (acceptor) carrier concentration are ∆Nd and ∆Na, respectively.

The plasma dispersion e�ect can be realized with di�erent techniques. Depending on
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the bias voltage, carrier movement and doping pro�le, i.e. architecture of the doped

waveguide, three di�erent concepts can be implemented in silicon: carrier injection, carrier

accumulation and carrier depletion.

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the plasma dispersion e�ects on a Si waveguide. From top to
bottom: Carrier injection, carrier accumulation and carrier depletion.

The cross section of a rib doped silicon waveguide is shown in Figure 3.2. The waveguide

is voltage biased by an external electrical signal by means of metal contacts connected to

the highly doped silicon regions, i.e. p+- and n+-regions, of the waveguide.

The �rst diagram describes the carrier injection technique. The core of the waveguide is

undoped. This is depicted as intrinsic Silicon (i-Si). At both sides of the i-Si, the silicon

is doped with positive and negative carriers, i.e. p- and n-regions. The waveguide is

forward biased and when a positive voltage is applied to the structure, the carriers move

from the doped silicon regions to the middle of the waveguide. Hence, the carrier density

is changed in this region and the properties of the medium are modi�ed. As a result, a

variation on the refractive e�ective index neff is obtained and the phase of the optical wave
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can be modulated. When the carriers move to the i-Si region, the carrier recombination

takes place. This has an impact on the radio frequency (RF) response of the device, since

it depends on the carrier lifetime.

The second diagram represents the carrier accumulation method. The core of the wave-

guide is isolated in the middle with a thin region of SiO2 forming a slot waveguide. The

waveguide is forward biased. The carriers move to the edge of the doped waveguide that is

in contact with the isolated region. The positive and negative carriers cannot recombine,

due to the isolated region. Therefore, the carriers are accumulated at the edges and the

carrier concentration increases. Thus, the phase modulation of the optical wave traveling

through the waveguide is carried out. This method requires more e�ort in the fabrication

process, since the isolation region has to be very thin to avoid extra losses of the funda-

mental mode of the optical wave. Because, the E-�eld distribution of the fundamental

mode presents the maximum in the middle of the monomode rib waveguide. In addition,

the carrier accumulation causes higher attenuation of the optical wave due to undesired

absorption. The slot doped waveguide can be considered as a capacitance which increases

with reduced slot width. This is one of the main factors that limits the RF response of

this device, since the modulation bandwidth of the modulator is mainly determined by its

RC-time constant τRC as f3dB = 1/(2πτRC). The value of τRC for a modulator of a given

resistance increases with the capacitance, thereby the bandwidth of the device decreases.

The third diagram shows the carrier-depletion e�ect. The silicon waveguide is completely

doped and it is driven with reverse bias voltage. When the reverse voltage is applied

to the electrodes, the carriers move to the contact zones and thereby a depletion area

is generated in the pn-junction region. The width of the depletion area depends on the

relative dielectric constant εr of the material, the carrier concentrations Na and Nd, and

the di�erence of the applied voltage (Vbi−Vbias) where Vbi is the built-in potential voltage

and Vbias is the applied bias voltage [39]. The depletion width is de�ned as

wdep =

√
2ε0εr(Na +Nd)(Vbi − Vbias)

qNaNd

. (3.9)

The high frequency performance of the diode is based on the carrier dynamic and the

RC-time constant of the diode.

3.1.1.2.2 Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) Mach-Zehnder modulators are based

on the same interference principle as the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). The light

transmitted trough a waveguide is split in two waveguide branches. Either one or two
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branches can work as a phase modulator. An electrical modulated signal changes the re-

fractive index and thus the phase at the end of the branch. Afterwards, the two waveguide

branches are combined again into one waveguide. Therefore, if the MZM is symmetrical

and no electrical signal is applied, a constructive interference is produced. Thus, the out-

put signal is the original one at the input of the interferometer assuming no losses. If a

phase modulation is realized in one of the branches with a phase shift of ϕ = π, a destruc-

tive interference of the two optical waveguides occurs at the output and the optical power

is lost into the substrate. Thereby, an intensity modulation is obtained by means of the

phase modulation of one of the branches of the interferometer. In fact, the example with

phase shifting of ϕ = π produces an OOK modulation. This structure can be improved

if the phase modulation is realized in both of the branches. The phase shift can be done

e�ciently, so the length of the branches can be reduced and therefore the size of the MZM

and the chirp [40] can be reduced. A scheme of an MZM with a phase modulator in one of

the branches is illustrated in Figure 3.3(a) and with phase modulators in both branches

in Figure 3.3(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Asymmetric MZM. A phase modulation of ϕ = π is shown for an OOK
modulation at the output of the MZM. (b) Symmetric MZM with arbitrary
driving voltages.

Considering that the optical �eld is not symmetrically split between the two arms of the

MZM and in addition the electrodes of both arms are driven by di�erent voltages, the

electric �eld at the output can be described as

Eout(t) =
Ein(t)

2

[
(1 + k)e

jπV1(t)
Vπ + (1− k)e

jπV2(t)
Vπ

]
, (3.10)

where k is the imbalance factor of the optical �eld split in the two arms. The extinc-

tion ratio (ER), i.e. the ratio between the maximum and minimum optical transmission
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of the device, is inversely proportional to the k factor. Symmetrical MZMs, where the

electrodes can be driven with same voltages, allow the optimization of the ER. These

devices are called push-push MZMs, which produce pure phase modulation. If the elec-

trodes are driven with opposite voltages, it is called push-pull MZM, which yields intensity

modulation.

The Equation 3.10 can be simpli�ed assuming a symmetric structure and opposite driving

voltages V2(t) = −V1(t) = V (t)/2 of both branches of the MZM, i.e push-pull operation.

Hence, the output electric �eld of the device is given by

Eout =
Ein(t)

2

(
e
jπV1(t)
Vπ + e

−jπV1(t)
Vπ

)
= Ein(t) cos

(πV (t)

2Vπ

)
. (3.11)

The transfer function that describes the intensity modulation driven by a time dependent

voltage V (t) is

Iout(t) = T
Iin(t)

2

[
1 + cos

(πV (t)

Vπ
− ϕ0

)]
, (3.12)

where Iin(t) and Iout(t) are the input and the output optical intensity, respectively. The

optical transmission of the modulator is de�ned as T . The initial phase di�erence is zero

if both arms of the modulator have the same optical paths. If there is a di�erence between

them, this is de�ned as ϕ0 and shall be considered in the calculations.

Figure 3.4: Transfer curve of an MZM for NRZ modulation format (left) and for DPSK
modulation format (right) [41].

Depending on the desired modulation format, the MZM shall be driven with a bias voltage

Vbias (DC-voltage) to achieve the optimal operating point for the target transmission of

the modulator. As example, it is represented in Figure 3.4 the output signal of an MZM

for two di�erent bias voltages. In Figure 3.4 (left), the bias voltage is Vbias = −Vπ/2. This
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matches the quadrature point of the device. Applying a modulated electrical signal V (t),

whose peak-peak voltage is Vpp = Vπ, a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) modulation format is

obtained. However, the bias voltage can be shifted as shown in Figure 3.4 (right), changing

the modulation format. The operating point is in this example Vbias = −Vπ. The electrical
signal has a peak-peak voltage of Vpp = 2Vπ. In addition to the amplitude modulation, a

π phase skip occurs when V (t) crosses −Vπ. The result is a di�erential phase-shift keying
(DPSK) modulation of the optical output signal.

Additionally, the bias voltage can be also adjusted to compensate for a possible imbalance

of the MZM arms due to thermal changes, fabrication imperfections or material irregular-

ities. This mitigates performance degradation due to undesired asymmetries or unstable

thermal conditions. Hence, distortions of the output signal can be avoided if the operating

point of the modulator is accordingly adjusted. An example of distortions on the output

signal if the operating point is shifted is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Impact on the optical output signal of the MZM for a drift of the operating
point [42].

3.1.1.2.3 IQ-modulator The IQ-modulator is a complex device formed by an MZI

with an MZM in each of the arms. One of the arms includes a phase shifter. A scheme

of the device is shown in Figure 3.6. The light is split into two waveguides: the I-phase

arm and the quadrature Q-phase arm. Each of the optical paths is modulated with a

push-pull MZM. The phase shifter of one of the arms modi�es the phase of the optical

wave, generally the phase is shifted π/2. Accordingly, a complex modulation in the IQ-

plane can be obtained by means of the recombination of the two optical signals from each
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interferometer arm at the output of the IQ-Modulator.

Figure 3.6: Optical IQ-modulator.

The phase shift of each MZM, i.e. each arm of the IQ-modulator, is de�ned as

ϕI(t) =
πVI(t)

2Vπ
(3.13)

for the I-arm and for the Q-arm is de�ned as

ϕQ(t) =
πVQ(t)

2Vπ
. (3.14)

Therefore, the output electric �eld of the IQ-Modulator yields

Eout(t) =
Ein(t)

2
cos(ϕI(t)) + j

Ein(t)

2
cos(ϕQ(t)). (3.15)

An example where this construction is used is the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)

modulator. This is formed by two identical MZMs, each working with a push-pull con-

�guration whose optical output signal is binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated.

This means, a phase modulation with two phases, ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π. One of the arms,

the Q-arm, is phase shifted π/2 and recombined with the I-arm, resulting in a QPSK

modulation as shown in Figure 3.7(a).

Depending on the desired modulation format, there are di�erent possibilities for designing

an IQ modulator. This can be realized by changing the modulation of the MZMs that

forms the IQ-Modulator and the phase shifter. For instance, if on each MZM an electrical

four amplitude level modulation signal is applied, the result is a 16-quadrature amplitude
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Signal constellation mapping for (a) QPSK and (b) 16-QAM.

modulation (16-QAM) format as shown in Figure 3.7(b). Thereby, the complexity of the

optical system increases, but high data rates can be achieved.

Based on the QPSK modulator, an enhanced design can be realized adding a further

variable, the light polarization. This kind of device is called DP-QPSK modulator, as

mentioned in chapter 1.1. A detailed scheme of a DP-QPSK modulator is depicted in

Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Block diagram of a DP-QPSK optical transmitter.

The light is split into two orthogonal polarizations by means of a polarization splitter.

This allows the increase of the data rate: Each polarization is fed by a separate QPSK

modulator. If the polarization splitter is a one-dimensional grating coupler, the transmit-

ted light at the outputs of the splitter are in TE and in TM polarization. This means,
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that the design points di�er for each polarization.

However, if a two-dimensional grating coupler is used as polarization splitter (as presented

in chapter 2), the two orthogonal polarizations are split, but at each of the outputs the

transmitted light through the waveguides is TE polarized. This simpli�es the design and

fabrication of the device. Since it allows the use of the same QPSK modulator for both

optical paths (s- and p-polarization paths) and the e�ort is focused on the optimization

of only one QPSK modulator instead of two, one for each polarization.

After the modulation of the two optical paths, s and p, the light signals are again re-

combined by means of a polarization combiner, e.g. a 2DGC. Finally, at the output

of the DP-QPSK optical transmitter 8 symbols can be obtained. Four of them in the

s-polarization plane and the other four symbols in the orthogonal p-polarization plane.

3.1.2 Optical link

The basic element of an optical link has the same aim as in other communication systems:

the transmission of information from one point to another. For this purpose, optical �bers

or integrated optical waveguides can be used. These structures are formed by a core and a

cladding surrounding the core. The refractive index of the core is higher than the refractive

index of the cladding. Hence, by the condition of total internal re�ection (TIR) at the

core-cladding interface, the light is con�ned at the core and guided along the waveguide.

The optical �bers are used mostly for long distances. There are two main types of optical

�bers: SMFs and multimode �bers. SMFs have a thin enough core that only one mode

can propagate through the �ber.

From the geometry and fabrication method point of view, it can be found �bers with

one or multiple cores and even with a periodical arrangement of holes forming a photonic

crystal �ber (PCF) [43] [44]. For special applications, optical �bers are fabricated, which

preserve the polarization along the propagation of the light through the �ber. This is the

case for the polarization-maintaining �ber (PMF)[45].

Similar types of con�gurations exist for integrated optical waveguides. They are used for

short distances, i.e. on chip. There are two main types of waveguides: the planar and the

nonplanar waveguides. The core of the planar waveguide, also called �lm, is between two

cladding layers. The upper one is called cover and the lower one is the substrate. These

waveguides con�ne the light in one transverse direction. For the case of the nonplanar

waveguide, the core is surrounded by the cladding in all transverse directions, allowing a

two-dimensional transverse con�nement of the light. Di�erent structures can be fabricated

depending on the goal and the material. Some examples of nonplanar optical waveguides
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are shown in Figure 3.9.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Di�erent nonplanar integrated waveguides:(a) strip waveguide, (b) slot wave-
guide, (c) rib waveguide and (d) subwavelength waveguide.

For the design of the optical modulators in this work, strip and rib waveguides are used

where the core and the slabs are made of silicon and the surrounded cladding is silicon

dioxide. The SOI technology uses a high refractive index contrast between the core and

the cladding of the structure. This allows for a higher density of components in optical

circuits, reduces the parasitic capacitance and increases the bandwidth [46].

As mentioned before, the propagation of the light is due to the TIR of the light. The inci-

dent electromagnetic wave is totally re�ected at the interface between core and cladding.

Nevertheless, the light penetrates slightly the cladding to ful�ll the boundary conditions

at the interface, i.e. continuity condition of the electric �eld. The electric �eld decays ex-

ponentially when it passes through the interfaces. In order to achieve TIR, the refractive

index of the core nf (�lm layer) has to be higher than the one of the cladding nc,s (cover

and substrate). The angle of incidence of the light must be larger than the critical angle

θc given by

θc = arcsin
(nc,s

nf

)
. (3.16)

In Figure 3.10 the TIR e�ect is depicted. It shows the propagation of the electromag-

netic wave through the waveguide and the penetration of the wave into the cladding to

accomplish the boundary conditions of the electric �eld.

The plane wave traveling along the waveguide can be described as the superposition of

two plane waves. One along the propagation direction de�ned by

kz = β = k0 · nf · sin θ (3.17)

and the other one transverse to the propagation direction given by

ky = k0 · nf · cos θ, (3.18)
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Figure 3.10: Scheme of total internal re�ection of the light in an optical waveguide.

where β is the propagation constant, k0 is the free space wave number, θ is the incidence

angle and nf is the refractive index of the �lm layer.

The plane wave transversal to the propagation direction ky travels up and down through

the �lm with the thickness h. In order to obtain constructive interference, the total

phase shift for one cycle must be a multiple of 2π. In addition, the phase shift associated

with the re�ections at the boundaries of the core, called Goos-Hänchen shift [47] shall be

considered. The phase shift of the upper and lower interface is denoted by ϕc and ϕs,

respectively. The electromagnetic wave shall ful�ll the characteristic equation given by

2 · h · nf · k0 · cos θ + ϕc + ϕs = 2mπ, (3.19)

where the mode number m is an integer (0, 1, 2, ...) and only certain discrete values of θ

ful�ll the Equation 3.19. Besides, depending on the waveguide geometry, more than one

mode can satisfy the characteristic Equation 3.19.

Di�erent modes have di�erent propagation constants. The propagation of multiple modes

causes dispersion of the signal. Therefore, commonly monomode waveguides are used to

avoid undesired dispersion e�ects. These waveguides are designed for a limited range of

frequencies where only one mode can propagate.

The propagation constant of the wave depending on the frequency and wave mode m is

de�ned as

βm =
w

vph,m

=
2πf

vph,m

= k0 · nf · sin θm = k0 · neff,m, (3.20)

where w is the angular frequency, f is the frequency and vph,m refers to the phase velocity

of each electromagnetic wave mode m. The incident angle θm and the e�ective refractive

index neff,m are di�erent for each wave mode m.
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3.1.3 Optical receiver

The optical receiver is a device that converts an optical signal into an electrical signal.

From a microscopic point of view, the optical detector converts photons into electrons.

The aim of the receiver is to extract the information of the optical signal and transmit it

to an electrical circuit as an analog or digital signal as a sequence of pulses. Therefore,

the principal properties of the detector to allow a high quality of the electrical signal are:

• High responsivity at the transmitted wavelength of the optical signal.

• High bandwidth, i.e. fast response of the photodetector.

• Low noise.

The simplest photodetector is formed by a pn-junction or pin-junction if an additional

undoped region is added between the positive charged region (p) and the negative one

(n). These structures are based on diodes, therefore they are also known as photodiodes.

The material chosen for the fabrication of the photodiode absorbs the light over a speci�c

wavelength range. When light within this wavelength range reaches the depletion region

of the device, the photons generate electron-hole pairs. A reverse voltage is applied to

the photodiode, which provides the energy to build the depletion region and drift the

generated charges to the electrical contacts of the device originating the photocurrent.

Di�erent types of photodiodes can be fabricated modifying the photodetector structure,

e.g. Schottky-photodiode [48], or the bias voltage.

This is the case of the avalanche photodiode, where the reverse bias voltage is increased

signi�cantly. A photon generates an electron-hole pair, the charge carriers are accelerated

by the strong electrical �eld and collide with the atoms of the crystal in the avalanche

region, the impact generates new carriers. Thereby, the photocurrent is increased by a

avalanche multiplication factor M [48]. These photodiodes can be used for direct ampli-

tude modulation detection [49][50]. However, if the modulation realized is in phase and

the polarization of the light is used to transmit di�erent data signals, a more complex

receiver is required. This is the case of the coherent detector where the optical signal can

be split and phase detected.

The components of the diagram relative to the coherent receiver presented in Figure 1.1

are extracted and shown in Figure 3.11.

A coherent detector can be used for the demodulation of a DP-QPSK modulated signal.

The polarization is split and afterwards two coherent detectors, one per polarization, are
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Figure 3.11: Block diagram of a DP-QPSK optical coherent receiver.

used. The coherent detector has a local oscillator (LO) to detect the phase of the sig-

nal. This is done using a multimode interference coupler (MMI) to mix the LO signal

with the data signal. The MMI has four outputs with an equally spaced phase shift of

90 ◦. Therefore, the optical signal is now split into 4 di�erent optical paths depending

on the phase of the light. The optical signal detection can be done with balanced pho-

todetectors, also known as di�erential detection. The balanced photodetectors are two

identical anti-parallel connected photodiodes. They receive the signal coming from two

of the outputs of the MMI. The output of the balance photodectors is given by the dif-

ference of the photocurrents. The common mode component of the signal is suppressed

allowing the detection of the signal carrying the meaningful phase information. Moreover,

this method enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver, since common �uctuations

of the input signals, e.g. intensity noise of the source, are canceled out. The balanced

photodetectors are followed by a TIA, which converts and ampli�es the photocurrent into

voltage. Thereby, the optical signal is converted to an electrical signal and it can be

further transmitted by analog electrical circuits or digital electrical circuits if an ADC is

implemented.

3.2 Numerical methods

During this work di�erent software tools are used for the simulation of the optical mod-

ulator. The optical structure of the modulator is designed and simulated with the Multi-

Physics Utility tool [51] of Synopsys' RSoft. This tool allows to simulate and analyze

the electro-optical (EO) e�ect. The materials can be doped and the carrier concentration
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can be modi�ed. The e�ect of an external voltage on the carrier distribution and on

the e�ective refractive index of the propagating wave are analyzed for the design of the

modulator. The Multi-Physics Utility tool calculates the doping concentration by means

of the Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8. The exact values for the refractive indexes of the

silicon and the silicon dioxide at λ = 1550 nm are nSi = 3.47571 and nSiO2 = 1.44402, re-

spectively [52]. The imaginary component of the refractive index is < 10−8, therefore the

losses due to the absorption of the intrinsic Si at λ = 1550 nm can be neglected.

As mentioned in chapter 2.2, the optical modes of the waveguides are calculated using the

software FIMMPROP of PhotonDesign. The results of the optical modes obtained with

FIMMPROP are imported to RSoft. In RSoft the structure is simulated with the �nite

element method (FEM) using the tool FemSIM [53]. The FEM method basically splits

the computational structure into individual small areas �nding local solutions that ful�ll

the di�erential equations within the boundaries of the area. The appropriate meshing size

of the simulation window is decisive for the veracity of the results. If the grid cell side

does not match the waveguide edge, two di�erent materials and therefore two refractive

indexes would be de�ned inside of the same cell. This fact results in a wrong calculation

of the electric �eld and mode pro�le of the waveguide. The model used in the calculations

is a 2D model of the cross section of the doped waveguide.

For the design of the electrical transmission line (TL), the simulation tool Momentum

of Advanced Design System (ADS) [54] is used. This tool solves embedded passive pla-

nar structures in a multilayer-substrate with a numerical discretization technique called

the method of moments (MoM) using precomputed Green's functions. The simulations

realized during this work are solved with the simulation mode Momentum microwave.

This mode uses the full-wave Green's functions, that characterize the substrate without

simplifying the Maxwell equations. With Momentum complex electromagnetic e�ects,

including the skin e�ect, a substrate with multiple dielectric layers and thick metals, can

be simulated.

3.3 Design in 250 nm SOI platform

A 250 nm SOI platform fabricated at IMS CHIPS is the technology used for the design

of the modulator. High performance photonic devices CMOS compatible as 1DGCs [8],

polarization splitters [22] or MMIs [55] are designed and fabricated with this technology

showing excellent results. These structures can be used as part of the components of a

Si modulator, since they o�er an important bene�t to reduce the total loss of the device.
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Therefore, a �rst design of a silicon optical modulator based on this technology is realized

in this work serving as a preliminary step for the fabrication of a low loss and highly

e�cient modulator in a CMOS compatible technology.

Using a new technology requires a complete new design of the modulator to achieve op-

timal results. During this work, the in�uence on the modulator performance of the most

important design parameters is investigated. First, the geometry of the waveguide is

calculated for single mode propagation and low loss. Afterwards, di�erent doping concen-

trations and pro�les are simulated to analyze the impact on the modulation e�ciency of

the device. A die with test structures and di�erent modulator designs is fabricated. The

measurement results are presented as a validation of the technology and an equivalent

circuit model is developed based on the results. In addition, further simulations are real-

ized to improve the doping pro�le to achieve higher modulation e�ciency and reduce the

optical loss of the modulator. Finally, other MZM designs are fabricated with a di�erent

technology and the results are compared with the work of other research groups.

3.3.1 Description of the device

The SOI wafer used is the same as the one described for the 2DGC designs in chapter 2.

This has a Si substrate with a thickness of 625µm and a 3µm thick SiO2 BOX layer. On

top it is the active silicon layer in which the photonic structures are etched. This Si layer

has a thickness of 250 nm. The structures are passivated with a 1µm SiO2 layer. For the

fabrication of the electrical metal lines of the modulator an extra layer is added over the

passivation. This aluminum (Al) metal layer (precisely AlSiCu alloy) has a thickness of

500 nm. The 250 nm active Si is connected to the top metal through vias. A scheme of

the resulting platform after adding the top metal layer is presented in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Scheme of the platform used for the fabrication of the modulator.

A scheme of the designed MZM is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The optical signal coming

from an optical �ber is coupled into the optical modulator by means of a 1DGC followed
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by a linear adiabatic taper. The light is transmitted by means of a monomode waveguide

to a 1x2 MMI. The MMI splits the light uniformly to the two branches of the MZM. Each

branch has a doped Si waveguide in order to reduce asymmetries of the two branches

and therefore improve the ER of the modulator. One of the doped waveguide branches

is connected to an RF coplanar transmission line through vias. Thereby, the electrical

signal is applied to the optical structure to perform the phase shift. The modulator is

single drive, i.e. only one branch works as phase shifter, for an easier characterization

and comparison with the simulations results. An optical delay line is integrated in one

branch to increase the optical path di�erence between the arms in order to reduce the

free spectral range of the optical transmission spectrum. Therefore, the analysis of the

measurement results of the phase shift produced by the modulator can be easily done.

Since only a small wavelength range can be measured to observe the phase shift. The

optical signal of the two branches is again combined with a 2x1 MMI. Then, the light

propagates through a monomode waveguide and a linear adiabatic taper. Finally, the

light is coupled out of the embedded modulator to an optical �ber by means of another

1DGC.

Figure 3.13: Scheme of the designed Mach-Zehnder modulator.

The modulation relies on the free carrier plasma dispersion e�ect. A reverse bias voltage

is applied to the modulator generating a depletion region in the pn-junction of the rib

waveguide. A change in the density of free carriers leads to a change in the refractive

index ∆n and therefore the phase of the optical signal is modi�ed. This results in an

amplitude modulation of the optical signal at the output of the MZM. It shall be also

considered that the existence of the free carries implies attenuation of the optical signal.

The change of the refractive index and the absorption coe�cient for a wavelength of

1550 nm is described by the Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8.
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3.3.2 Optical simulations

3.3.2.1 Rib waveguide dimensions

A research on the rib waveguide dimensions of the phase shifter is realized for the trans-

mission of a single mode TE wave at the telecommunication wavelength of 1550 nm. In

Figure 3.14(a), a cross section of the rib waveguide with the most important geometric

parameters is shown. The height h = 250 nm of the core and the contact regions is de-

termined by the thickness of the active Si layer of the SOI platform. In order to choose

the optimal dimension for the transmission of a single mode signal, the mode pro�le of

the optical wave is simulated for di�erent widths w. The results show that for a core

width of w ≥ 420 nm, the second order TE mode can propagate. However, for narrow

waveguides the fundamental TE mode is not well con�ned in the Si core. In this case, the

absorption and therefore the attenuation α increase if the slabs of the rib waveguide are

highly doped. For this reason, the waveguide core should be designed as wide as possible.

Thus, the waveguide width is set to w = 400 nm keeping a fabrication tolerance range of

20 nm to avoid multimode propagation.

The RF coplanar metal lines of the modulator are connected by means of the metal vias

to a 250 nm thick highly doped Si region to reduce the ohmic contact. The slab width s

is de�ned as the distance between the metal contact region and the waveguide core. This

parameter shall be optimized to avoid high losses of the optical signal, due to the absorp-

tion caused by the highly doped Si region with a carrier density of about 1 · 1020 cm−3

and the metal vias. The metal has a complex refractive index n = n+ iκ, causing a

strong attenuation of the optical modes. The distance s should be chosen to be as large

as possible. However, a greater distance s means that the electrical resistance increases

and therefore the electrical performance of the modulator is a�ected. The dependency of

these parameters are shown in Figure 3.14(b), where the calculated results of the total

resistance R are plotted. This resistance is given in Ωcm, since it is normalized with the

phase shifter length Lph of 1 cm. In order to obtain the total resistance of the slabs in Ω,

the results shown in Figure 3.14(b) have to be divided by Lph.

The calculations of R are realized for di�erent slab thicknesses hsl and for two doping

densities. The parameter Na refers to the doping concentration of the acceptors, i.e. holes

and Nd refers to the doping concentration of the donors, i.e. electrons. In Figure 3.14(b),

the blue lines correspond to a doping concentration of the p- and n-doped regions of

Na = Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3. The red lines are the results for a doping concentration of the

p- and n-doped regions of Na = 1 · 1017 cm−3 and Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3, respectively.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.14: (a) Scheme of the Si rib waveguide. (b) Calculation results of the total
resistance R = Rn +Rp of the waveguide slabs depending on the thickness
hsl and the slab width s for two doping concentrations. (c) Simulation
results of the loss α depending on s for di�erent slab thicknesses hsl. The
core dimensions are h = 250 nm and w = 400 nm.

The total resistance in Ωcm is calculated as

R = Rn +Rp =
s · ρn

hsl

+
s · ρp

hsl

, (3.21)

where Rn and Rp are the resistances in Ωcm (normalized with the phase shifter length of

1 cm) of the n- and p-doped slabs. The parameters ρn and ρp represent the resistivity of

the n- and p-doped silicon, respectively.

The attenuation α depending on the distance s is simulated for di�erent slab thicknesses

hsl. The simulated rib waveguide is shown in Figure 3.14(a). The core and the slabs of

the structure consist of intrinsic Si. However, the silicon of the contact regions is highly

doped. The results are plotted in Figure 3.14(c). It is observed that at the same distance

s the attenuation is higher if the slab thickness increases. This is caused by the fact that

for higher values of hsl a higher portion of the electric �eld of the propagated optical

wave is outside of the core region. Therefore, the loss increases because of the presence

of the highly doped region and the metal contact in the proximity of the wave. The ratio
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hsl/h should be chosen as small as possible to keep the optical mode con�ned within the

waveguide core.

In the following, the slab thickness chosen for the modulator design is hsl = 50 nm in

order to keep the optical mode con�ned in the core of the waveguide. The distance to the

contact region is set to s = 1.25µm to minimize the optical loss.

3.3.2.2 Doping pro�le

The next step in the design of the modulator is the determination of the doping pro�le

to obtain a high modulation e�ciency and low loss. For this reason, the change of the

e�ective index ∆neff and the absorption coe�cient α is simulated with the Multi-Physics

Utility tool of the Synopsys' RSoft software for di�erent doping pro�les.

For the choice of the optimal doping concentration, a compromise has to be sought. A high

doping concentration leads to a large change in the e�ective refractive index. However,

the optical loss also increases with the free carrier density. In this chapter, the e�ect of

di�erent doping pro�les is investigated.

Figure 3.15: Three simulated doping pro�les: pn-, n- and p-doped core. The
rib waveguide dimensions are h = 250 nm, hsl = 50 nm, w = 400 nm and
s = 1.25µm.

In Figure 3.15, three doping pro�les of the rib waveguide core are presented. The doping

concentration of the highly doped regions is Na+,d+ = 1 · 1020 cm−3. The doping concen-

tration of the lowly doped regions is Na,d = 1 · 1017 cm−3. The distance from the p+- and

from the n+-doped regions to the waveguide core is de�ned as sp and sn, respectively. In a

�rst step, these distances are kept the same as the slab width, i.e. s = sp = sn = 1.25µm.

Thereby, the calculated loss is derived only from the carrier absorption of the lowly doped

Si.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.16: Simulation results of (a) the change of the e�ective refractive index
∆neff , (b) the attenuation α, (c) the modulation e�ciency VπL and the
�gure of merit VπL · α depending on the reverse bias voltage for dif-
ferent doping pro�les of the waveguide core. Na = Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3,
sp = sn = s = 1.25µm and hsl = 50 nm.

The change of the e�ective index of the fundamental mode for the three doping pro�les is

simulated. The results are compared in Figure 3.16(a). For the waveguide with a p-doped

core, the ∆neff is more than three times higher than for the waveguide with the n-doped

core for the same bias voltage. Besides, the attenuation α is lower for the p-type doping

than for the n-type doping. This can be observed in Figure 3.16(b). The results at 0 V

bias show the maximum attenuation of the carrier-depletion modulator for that doping

con�guration. For higher reverse bias voltages the free carrier density in the core is lower,

since the depletion region is wider.
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For the pn-doped core, ∆neff increases with the reverse voltage faster than for the p-

doped core. However, it �attens at reverse voltages higher than 4 V. In addition, the

attenuation is lower than for the p- and n-doped core for all the simulated reverse bias

voltages, showing very low attenuation values for bias voltages higher than 3 V. This is

due to the carrier-depletion e�ect that is greater for a pn-doped core than for a purely

p- or n-doped core. The maximum of the E-�eld of the optical wave is located in the

middle of the core and the change of the carrier density is maximized in this region for

the pn-doped core pro�le.

Figure 3.16(c) shows a comparison of the modulation e�ciency VπL vs. the bias voltage

of the modulators with a p- and pn-doped core waveguide. The modulation e�ciency is

de�ned as the product of the applied voltage needed to achieve a phase shift of π with

a phase shifter length of Lph. A smaller VπL denotes a higher modulation e�ciency.

Modulators with a lower VπL require less die area or lower bias voltage. A lower VπL

e�ciency is considered better. The modulation e�ciency is calculated as

VπL =
λ · Vbias

2 ·∆neff

=
λ · Vbias

2(neff,Vbias
− neff,Vbias=0 V)

, (3.22)

where Vbias is the applied reverse bias voltage and neff,Vbias
is the e�ective index at the

applied voltage Vbias. The parameter neff,Vbias=0 V is de�ned as the e�ective index at the

bias voltage Vbias = 0 V and λ refers to the wavelength.

The �gures of merit VπL · α of both devices are also compared. The �gure of merit is a

combination of the modulation e�ciency of the modulator with the respective optical loss

due to the free carrier absorption.

Observing the simulation results presented in Figure 3.16(c), the pn-doped core exhibits

a lower VπL than the p-doped core up to 5.5 V. For higher bias voltages, the free carriers

e�ect is reduced because most of the free carriers are already outside the waveguide core.

The VπL · α is signi�cantly lower for the pn-doped core due to the low number of free

carriers in the core. The low number of free carriers reduces loss.

For the pn-doped core, the simulations show a VπL = 1.9 Vcm and VπL · α = 1 V · dB for

a reverse bias voltage of 2 V. For the case of a p-doped core the modulation e�ciency

is VπL = 2.9 Vcm and around VπL · α = 7 V · dB at the same bias voltage. For higher

reverse voltages, for example at Vbias = 6 V, the VπL parameter increases. The results

for the pn-doped core are in this case VπL = 3.9 Vcm and VπL · α = 0.6 V · dB. For the

p-doped core the values obtained at 6 V are VπL = 3.7 Vcm and VπL · α = 6.5 V · dB.

The free carrier distribution of the p-doped and pn-doped core waveguide is simulated for

three reverse bias voltages, 0 V, 3 V and 6 V. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: (a)E-�eld pro�le of the fundamental mode in the rib waveguide. (b) Cross
section of the doping pro�le of a p-doped (left) and pn-doped (right) wave-
guide with Na = Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3. (c) Simulation results of the free car-
rier density applying a reverse bias voltage of 0 V, (d) 3 V and (e) 6 V.

This shows the working principle of the carrier-depletion modulator and explains the

simulation results of Figure 3.16. For both structures, the free carriers migrate towards

the contact regions when the voltage rises. Figure 3.17(a) shows the E-�eld pro�le of

the fundamental mode for both rib waveguide structures. The two simulated doping

con�gurations of the waveguides are depicted in Figure 3.17(b). The left column of the

�gure shows the p-doped core waveguide. The depletion region is formed at the edge

of the core. However, the maximum of the optical E-�eld lies in the center of the core

and only a small portion overlaps with the carrier-depletion region. For the case of the

pn-doped core, i.e right column, the depletion region is in the center of the core, where the

maximum of the E-�eld of the propagating wave is located. Therefore, the attenuation

is smaller than in the p-doped case, since the number of free carriers is lower. For a

reverse bias voltage between 0 V and 3 V, Figure 3.17(c) and Figure 3.17(d), a strong

change of the free carrier concentration occurs in the waveguide core where the optical

�eld is con�ned. This explains a higher ∆neff and lower VπL than for the p-doped core

con�guration. However, for reverse voltage larger than 4 V, the depletion region is wider

than the waveguide core as shown in Figure 3.17(e). Hence, ∆neff starts to �atten as

shown in Figure 3.16(a), since almost all the free carriers are removed.
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3.3.3 Electrical simulations

For the design of a high speed optical modulator the electrical performance of the device

shall be investigated. Several factors have an impact on the bandwidth of the device.

For example, the bandwidth and loss of the traveling wave electrode (TWE), i.e. TL

connected to the optical doped waveguide, where the RF electrical signal propagates that

modulates the light. In addition, a matching between the characteristic impedance of

the TWE and the modulator driver and the termination impedance to avoid re�ections.

For modulators with a long phase shifter, the velocity of the optical and electrical wave

shall be similar to achieve high speed modulation and a good quality of the modulated

signal. Furthermore, an important factor of the optical modulators is the intrinsic RC-

limit caused by electrical properties of the depletion region in the doped waveguide. A

scheme of the phase shifter section of the modulator is shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: 3D view of the phase shifter with the intrinsic RC-circuit of the depletion
region in the doped waveguide.

An analysis of the total resistance R of the slabs of the waveguide is realized in Chap-

ter 3.3.2.1, where the resistance for di�erent slab dimensions and doping concentrations

is calculated with Equation 3.21 (Figure 3.14(b)). A further research is realized vary-

ing the width of the lowly doped Si slabs. The resistance R is calculated depending on

the parameter sn,p = sn = sp and the doping concentration. The results are plotted in

Figure 3.19(a). As expected, the resistance increases for wider dimensions of the lowly

doped slabs and decreases for higher doping concentrations. Due to the properties of

silicon, the contribution of the p-doped region in the total resistance is higher than that

of the n-doped. The resistivity of the p-doped Si is around twice as high as the n-doped

Si for the same doping concentration.

The junction capacitance of the modulator CJ is calculated with the help of Equation 3.9,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.19: (a) Total resistance R in Ωcm, normalized by the phase shifter length,
of the symmetrically p- and n-doped slabs with hsl = 50 nm depending on
di�erent doping concentrations and slab widths. (b) Junction capacitance
per unit length, Cj in pF/cm, of the pn-doped region of the phase shifter.

which yields

CJ = ε0εr,Si
A

wdep

= A ·

√
qε0εr,SiNaNd

2(Na +Nd)(Vbi − Vbias)
, (3.23)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the free space and εr,Si is the dielectric constant of silicon,

q is the elementary charge, Vbi is the built-in potential voltage and Vbias is the applied

bias voltage. The area A = h · Lph is de�ned by the height h of the pn-junction and the

length Lph of the phase shifter.

The junction capacitance per unit length Cj = CJ/Lph is calculated for the reverse bias

voltage range between 1 V and 6 V. The results are shown in Figure 3.19(b). The acceptor

concentration Na is varied for two donor concentrations Nd. The blue curves belong to

Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3 and the red curves show the results for Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3.

The junction intrinsic RC 3 dB-bandwidth, i.e. the cut-o� frequency fc, is calculated

according to

fc =
1

2πRsCJ

(3.24)

for the same doping concentrations as in Figure 3.19(b). The corresponding value of the

Cj are obtained from this �gure. The series resistance of the diode Rs is calculated using
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Figure 3.20: Cut-o� frequency depending on the doping concentration and reverse bias
voltage for a pn-junction in the center of the waveguide core for a length
of the phase shifter of Lph = 1 mm and sn,p = 1.25µm.

the Equation 3.21 as

Rs =
R

Lph

=
Rn +Rp

Lph

. (3.25)

The cut-o� frequency is calculated for two reverse bias voltages, 2 V and 6 V. In Figure 3.20,

the calculated results for a phase shifter length of Lph = 1 mm and a slab width of

s = sn,p = 1.25µm are presented.

ForNd = 1 · 1017 cm−3 andNa = 10 · 1017 cm−3, cut-o� frequencies of 60 GHz (Rs = 32.1 Ω

and CJ = 0.0826 pF) and 39 GHz (Rs = 32.1 Ω and CJ = 0.128 pF) are achieved at 6 V and

2 V reverse bias voltages, respectively. The resistivity of the doped silicon at these car-

rier concentrations are: ρn = 0.08653 Ωcm for the phosphorous-doped silicon region and

ρp = 0.04191 Ωcm for the boron-doped silicon region [56]. For a higher donor concen-

tration of Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3 the decrease in the resistance does not compensate for the

increase in capacitance and therefore lower cut-o� frequencies fc are achieved.

For the case of a p-doped core waveguide as presented in Figure 3.17(a) (left), the complex-

ity of the calculation of the junction capacitance increases. This is due to the di�erent

heights of the p- and n-doped regions. In order to simplify the calculations, the pn-

junction is modi�ed. The height of the p-side is adjusted as depicted in Figure 3.21(a).

This change can be realized without a signi�cant change in the results if the doping of
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the p-side is transformed by

N ′a = Na
h

hsl

. (3.26)

The relative width of the depletion region depending on the adjusted doping is calculated

as

dn = wdep
N ′a

Nd +N ′a
, (3.27)

dp = wdep
N ′d

Nd +N ′a
, (3.28)

where wdep is the depletion width according to Equation 3.9.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.21: (a) Modi�cation of the lateral pn-junction. (b) Relative capacitances for
the simpli�cation of the calculation of the total junction capacitance.

Then, the total junction capacitance per unit length is divided into three new capacitances

as shown in Figure 3.21(b). This is calculated by

Cj =
1

1
Cj1

+ 1
Cj2

+ Cj3. (3.29)

The numeric expressions for the relative capacitances Cj1, Cj2 and Cj3 are calculated as

Cj1 =
(
Cch1 − ε0εr,Si

h

dp

)εr,SiO2

εr,Si

+ ε0εr,Si
h

dp

, (3.30)
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Cj2 =
(
Cch2 − ε0εr,Si

h

dn

)εr,SiO2

εr,Si

+ ε0εr,Si
h

dn

(3.31)

and

Cj3 =
1

2

(
Cch3 − ε0εr,SiO2

hsl

wdep/2

)
, (3.32)

using the method of conformal mapping as described by [57] including the e�ect of the

electrical �eld out of the pn-junction de�ned as an equivalent capacitor Cch and described

in [58].

This model is used for the calculation of the junction capacitance and the expected cut-o�

frequency of the fabricated modulator with a p-doped waveguide core. The total junction

capacitance per unit length of the fabricated device described in Figure 3.32 at 0 V bias

voltage is

Cj =
1

1
9.19 pF/cm

+ 1
1.078 pF/cm

+ 0.076 pF/cm ≈ 1.04 pF/cm. (3.33)

As validation, the same cross section is simulated using a di�erent software tool for the 3D

electromagnetic simulation of high frequency devices CST Studio Suite [59] with a result of

1.01 pF/cm for an ideal pn-junction of the structure. This matches well with the analytical

model. The series resistance for a slab with sn,p = 400 nm, a thickness of hsl = 80 nm and

a phase shifter length of Lph = 500µm results in Rs = 30.3 Ω. Therefore, the theoretical

expected cut-o� frequency due to the RC-limit of the pn-junction is 100 GHz at 0 V bias

voltage.

In addition to the theoretical RC model of the pn-junction of the modulator, the char-

acterization of the modulator including the metal lines can be realized by means of an

equivalent circuit model. This is realized in chapter 3.4.4 for the fabricated structure

based on the measurement results of the device.

3.4 Fabricated structures and measurement results

Di�erent designs of modulators together with diverse optical and electrical test structures

are fabricated at IMS CHIPS using an SOI wafer �ow process [60]. A microscopic picture

of the fabricated die is presented in Figure 3.22. For the fabrication of the modulator the

following 9 masks are used:

• 250 nm Si etching (for the de�nition of the waveguides).
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• 70 nm Si etching (for the GC grooves).

• 200 nm− 170 nm silicon etching (slab de�nition of the modulator).

• Aluminum layer (de�nition of the metal lines on top of the SiO2 passivation, i.e.

TLs and TWEs).

• p-doped Si region (for the pn-junction of the modulator).

• n-doped Si region (for the pn-junction of the modulator).

• p+-doped Si region (for the Si contact with the metal vias).

• n+-doped Si region (for the Si contact with the metal vias).

• 1µm SiO2 passivation etching (for the Al vias contact).

Figure 3.22: Micrograph of the fabricated die with the IMS CHIPS technology

3.4.1 Optical and electrical test structures

3.4.1.1 Optical waveguides

An example of some of the optical test structures is illustrated in Figure 3.23(a-b). In

order to calculate the losses of the GCs and intrinsic monomode waveguides, di�erent test

structures are fabricated.

First, the transmission of two identical GCs linked by a strip waveguide with the same

width as the gratings, i.e. 15µm width, is measured. The losses due to this wide waveguide

are negligible. This structure is used as reference for the measurement of the losses

of the other optical test structures. Figure 3.23(c) shows the measurement results of
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Figure 3.23: (a-b) Layout of some of the optical test structures. (c) Measurement results
of the presented waveguides in "(a)" for di�erent waveguide lengths LWG.
(d) Measurement results of the waveguides shown in "(b)".

the structures depicted in Figure 3.23(a). The maximum coupling e�ciency of the two

reference gratings is −8.58 dB at the wavelength λ = 1546 nm.

Afterwards, the same measurements are realized for structures where the GCs are followed

by adiabatic tapers. These are connected by a monomode strip waveguide with the length

LWG and a width of 400 nm. The structure with LWG = 0 is the degenerate case without

monomode waveguide. It has a similar maximum transmission as the reference grating,

but a lower bandwidth. For the cases with LWG > 0, the bandwidth is comparable to that

of the reference gratings, but the maximum transmission is reduced. This is mainly due

to the loss at the transition between the taper and the monomode waveguide and to a

lesser extend due to the intrinsic waveguide loss. The measurements of these monomode

waveguides show periodical ripples. The ripple period of the waveguide with LWG = 1 mm

is approximately the half of that of the waveguide with LWG = 500µm. This may be

caused by imperfections in the fabrication process. The strip waveguide is monomode

for a height of 250 nm and a width of 400 nm. For larger waveguides, the second mode

can propagate and this can cause interference with the fundamental mode. This explains

the reproducible maximums and minimums of the two curves. This e�ect is further

investigated with other test waveguides: a waveguide with a 180 ◦ bend and a waveguide
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with an s-shaped bend as shown in Figure 3.23(b). The measurement results are compared

to the straight waveguide transmission with a length LWG = 500µm in Figure 3.23(d).

The transmission curves of the bent waveguides are smoother than those of the straight

waveguide. This con�rms the assumption of the multimode propagation, since the second

order mode propagation is extremely weakened by the use of bends with a small radius.

The same design of the test waveguides is fabricated in a later tape-out using the same

technology. The new measurements of the 400 nm width waveguides show a smooth

transmission. Therefore, due to an inaccuracy in the etching process of the fabricated

die, wider waveguides as the target design are obtained. Some pictures of the fabricated

structures are shown in Figure A.1 of Appendix A, where a width of about 414 nm for

the strip waveguide is measured.

The losses due to the doping of the waveguides are investigated analyzing the transmission

spectrum of di�erently doped test structures. These structures are identical to the straight

waveguide shown in Figure 3.23(b) with a length of LWG = 500µm, but instead of the

strip intrinsic monomode waveguide, a rib doped waveguide is added.

Figure 3.24(a) shows the cross section of the doped waveguides. The width of the core

is 400 nm and the slabs have a width of s = 0.55µm for the test waveguides measured

in Figure 3.24(b) and s = 0.7µm for the ones measured in Figure 3.24(c). The plots

show the optical transmission depending on the wavelength of a waveguide with a pn-,

n- and p-doped core. The contact regions are always highly doped, i.e. p+ or n+, with

a carrier concentration of about 1 · 1020 cm−3, respectively. The p- and n-doping target

is Na = Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3. The slabs are completely p- or n-doped, i.e. s = sn,p, ex-

cept the waveguide measured in Figure 3.24(c) de�ned as p (slab = 0.7µm) p+(0.4µm),

where s = 0.7µm and the lowly doped Si region is sn,p = 0.4µm from the core edge.

The measurement results are compared with the intrinsic strip waveguide de�ned as

LWG = 0.5 mm.

It is observed that the ripples disappear for all the doped test structures. As mentioned

before, in case of fabrication irregularities the second order modes can weakly propagate.

However, a signi�cant part of the second order mode propagates where the density of free

carriers is high. The free carriers lead to losses and attenuate the second and higher order

modes e�ectively. In addition, the second order modes have a bigger portion of the E-�eld

extended along the slabs where the absorption is higher due to the highly doped regions

and the proximity to the metal.

In Figure 3.24(b), the pn-doped curve shows approximately the same transmission as the

ripple maximums of the intrinsic waveguide along the measured spectrum. This means
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Figure 3.24: (a) Cross section of the doping pro�le and dimensions of the test doped
waveguides. Measurement results of the doped waveguides with di�erent
pro�les with a slab width of (b) s = 0.55µm and (c) s = 0.7µm.

that the core is probably undoped, since a core width of only 400 nm is very sensitive to

possible misalignment of the two doping masks (p and n) during fabrication. Based on

these fabricated test structures and the measurement results, the parameters for a future

design kit on this technology can be adjusted, limiting the minimum doping mask width to

avoid undoped regions. For the case of the p- and n-doped core waveguide with a 0.55µm

slab, the loss compared to the pn-structure, assumed as undoped core, are 3 dB/mm and

3.5 dB/mm, respectively.

In Figure 3.24(c), some absorption is observed for the pn-structure. Measurements show

almost 1.2 dB/mm more losses than for the pn-structure of Figure 3.24(b). This means

that a higher free carrier concentration is present in the core, where the propagating

fundamental mode is con�ned. The losses for the p-doped core waveguide are higher

than those for the pn-doped, since the depletion region of the p-doped core is near the

edge of the core instead of in the middle. The optical absorption of the fundamental

mode is higher because the optical wave overlaps with a larger area with free carriers in

comparison to the pn-structure. This is in good agreement with the simulations. Finally,

if the p+- and n+-regions are placed at a shorter distance sn,p = 0.4µm from the core
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edge, the absorption of the light increases by 2.8 dB/mm at the maximum transmission

wavelength in comparison to the distance sn,p = 0.7µm.

3.4.1.2 Electrical transimission lines

For the study of the TWE of the modulator, electrical test structures with di�erent di-

mensions are designed and fabricated. Coplanar transmission lines without a pn-junction

underneath are characterized.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.25: (a) Micrograph of the TLs without the top Si (SiO2 only, brown area) under
the metal lines (left) and with the top Si under the lines (green color). (b-c)
Measurement results of the transmission and re�ection of the TLs shown
in "(a)".

The e�ect of the top silicon layer on the transmission of the electrical RF signal is mea-

sured. Two coplanar transmission lines with a length of Lm = 500µm are designed with

and without the 250 nm Si thickness layer of the substrate. The metal pads and tapers

are designed to contact commercial ground-signal-ground (GSG) RF probes with a pitch

of 100µm. A microscopic picture of the two TLs and the cross section of the substrate are

presented in Figure 3.25(a). The measurement results of the transmission and re�ection

of both structures are plotted in Figure 3.25(b-c) for the frequency range from 0.1 GHz to
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50 GHz. The loss of the TL with the top Si layer is twice as high in dB than that of the

TL without Si layer. The performance of the TLs are more e�cient at high frequencies if

the metal lines are electrically well isolated. The resistivity of the intrinsic Si is speci�ed

for the used SOITEC wafer as ρSi ≈ 20 Ωcm while the resistivity of the SiO2 layer should

be signi�cantly higher. The results of the measurements show an electrical loss lower than

2.4 dB/mm up to 20 GHz without the top Si layer.

To analyze the loss of the TL per unit length, test structures with di�erent lengths are

fabricated. The layout of these structures is shown in Figure 3.26(a). The lines have a

width of Wm = 7.9µm and a space between the lines of sm = 2.2µm. The measurement

results of the transmission and re�ection of the structures shown in Figure 3.26(a) are

presented in Figure 3.26(b-c). The reference test structure with only pads and tapers

exhibits around 0.6 dB loss at 50 GHz due to the re�ections between probes and pads and

due to the taper loss. The TL loss per unit length has a frequency-dependent performance.

This is approximately 3 dB/mm for frequencies at 30 GHz. For frequencies lower than

3 GHz, the transmission and re�ection are very similar for Lm = 500µm and Lm = 1 mm,

showing an additional loss of around 0.9 dB to 1.2 dB for both TL lengths with respect to

the structure with only pads and tapers.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.26: (a) Layout and measurement results of the (b) transmission and of the (c)
re�ection of the TLs with di�erent lengths.
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In addition to the straight metal lines, TLs with an L-shape are also analyzed. The main

reason for the use of this shape in the designs of this work is to reduce complexity in the

measurement setup. For some of the modulator measurements, it is necessary to contact

the die on a very small area with two RF probes and with two tilted optical �bers (see

chapter 3.4.3). For some designs, the distance between the metal contact pads and the

GC is less than 200µm. Therefore, the L-shape is used in most of the TWE designs of

the fabricated die in order to have enough space for the positioning of the RF probes and

the �bers.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.27: (a) Layout of the L-shaped coplanar transmission line. Measurement of
the (b) transmission and (c) re�ection of the L-shaped TLs with di�erent
widths Wm and spaces sm between the lines.

A description of the dimensions of the L-shaped coplanar lines is presented in Figure 3.27(a).

Pads and tapers have the same dimensions as the straight TLs described above. A �rst cal-

culation of the optimal coplanar TL dimensions is done with the simulation tool LineCalc

of ADS. The resulting dimensions of the simulations are taken as a reference for the TL

design. Di�erent designs are fabricated varying the parameters of the width Wm of the
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metal lines and the space sm between them. The measurements of the transmission and

the re�ection of these L-shaped coplanar lines are plotted in Figure 3.27(b-c). The design

of the modulator and especially the width of the Si waveguide slab s, that connects the

waveguide core with the Si contact region, leads to the need of limiting the space sm

between the metal lines. To maximize the depletion e�ect and to reduce the electrical

resistance, the distance between the metal vias and the contact Si region should be small.

However, a short distance also leads to high light loss. A good compromise is keeping

the distance sm lower than 3µm. With a line width of Wm = 16.7µm and a distance

sm = 2.8µm, the electrical loss of the TL at 50 GHz is less than 3.2 dB and around 0.5 dB

at low frequencies. For the other RF lines, lower values for Wm and sm are chosen. The

losses of these lines are generally higher. Nevertheless, all of them have a 3 dB-bandwidth

greater than 50 GHz. The re�ections of all the designed TLs are lower than −12 dB up

to 50 GHz. In chapter 3.4.2 a fabricated modulator is presented whose TWE dimensions

are Wm = 7.9µm and sm = 2.2µm.

After the fabrication and measurement of the structures, the results are compared with

the simulations realized with the tool Momentum of ADS in order to verify and character-

ize the TLs. First, the resistivity of the materials used in the substrate is analyzed. The

simulations and the measurements show a similar performance for the structure shown in

Figure 3.25 without the top Si layer when the resistivity of the silicon substrate has the

nominal value of ρSi = 20 Ωcm. The results of the electrical transmission and re�ection

are presented in Figure 3.28(top). For the TLs with the top Si layer, the simulations do

not match with the measurements if the resistivity of the Si, i.e. top Si layer and sub-

strate, is ρSi = 20 Ωcm. The measurement setup does not allow to measure the resistivity

directly. Therefore, a simulation sweep is done with resistivity as sweep parameter. For

a resistivity of ρSi = 6 Ωcm, the simulation matches better with the measurement results

(Figure 3.28(bottom)). The simulation uses a mesh with 500 cells/wavelength. This is

a good compromise between accuracy and compute time. The reduction of the resis-

tivity with respect to the wafer speci�cations is probably due to the doping process of

the modulators included in the die. This could also a�ect the properties of the undoped

regions.

Furthermore, the L-shaped TLs are also veri�ed with simulations. The results for the

structure withWm = 7.9µm and sm = 2.2µm, de�ned as TL-A for simpli�cation, are pre-

sented in Figure 3.29(top). The results for the TL with Wm = 16.7µm and sm = 2.8µm,

de�ned as TL-B, are shown in Figure 3.29(bottom). These simulations are realized with

two parameter sweeps: the resistivity of the top Si layer and the resistivity of the Si sub-
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Figure 3.28: Comparison between simulations and measurements of the electrical trans-
mission and re�ection of the straight TLs with Wm = 7.9µm, sm = 2.2µm
and Lm = 500µm. Top: TL without the top Si layer simulated with
ρSi = 20 Ωcm for the Si substrate. Bottom: TL with the top Si layer.
The TL is simulated with the resistivity of the top Si layer and substrate
ρSi = 20 Ωcm and with ρSi = 6 Ωcm.

strate. The resistivity of the substrate is de�ned as ρsub, the resistivity of the top silicon

layer is de�ned as ρtop. For both structures, it is observed that along the complete mea-

sured frequency bandwidth the measurements are similar to the simulation results when

both the resistivity of the top Si and the substrate are ρtop = ρsub = 6 Ωcm. Therefore,

this value is assumed in the following simulations of the TLs.

Finally, the e�ect of the metal thickness in the transmission and the re�ection of the RF

signal is investigated. The metal thickness of the structures fabricated at IMS CHIPS is

T = 0.5µm. The two L-shaped TLs, TL-A and TL-B, are simulated with metal thick-

nesses T of 0.5µm, 1µm, 3µm and 5µm.
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Figure 3.29: Comparison between simulation and measurement of the transmission and
re�ection of the L-shaped TLs for di�erent ρtop and ρsub. Top: TL-A with
Wm = 7.9µm and sm = 2.2µm. Bottom: TL-B with Wm = 16.7µm and
sm = 2.8µm.

The simulation results of the TL-A are plotted in Figure 3.30(top). When the thickness

of the metal is increased from 0.5µm to 1µm, the transmission loss is reduced by around

0.4 dB at low frequencies and by 0.5 dB at 50 GHz. If the metal thickness is increased

to 3µm, the transmission loss can be reduced by around 0.7 dB at low frequencies and

by 1 dB at 50 GHz. However, the re�ection for T = 3µm is higher than that for the

lower thicknesses for some frequencies, since the minimum of the curve is shifted to lower

frequencies. Nevertheless, the re�ection is kept below −20 dB for the complete simu-

lated bandwidth. For the case of T = 5µm, the transmission is similar than the one for

T = 3µm. However, the re�ection is higher. The positive e�ect on the transmission of a

thicker metal starts to converge to an optimum thickness around T = 3µm.

For the TL-B, the comparison between the measured structure with T = 0.5µm and the
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simulations is shown in Figure 3.30(bottom). The increase of the metal thickness from

0.5µm to 1µm reduces the transmission loss by around 1 dB at 20 GHz and by around

1.5 dB at 50 GHz. Furthermore, the re�ection is reduced and kept below −25 dB for all

of the simulated frequencies. For this structure, the optimization of T = 1µm seems

to be a good compromise between transmission loss and re�ection. For thicker metal,

the transmission converges to similar values of the transmission as T = 1µm, but the

re�ection of the lines increases.

Figure 3.30: Simulation of di�erent metal thicknesses T of the L-shaped TLs and com-
parison with the measurement for T = 0.5µm of the TL-A (top) and TL-B
(bottom).

3.4.2 Characterization of the modulator

This chapter presents the measurement results of the �rst optical modulator fabricated at

IMS CHIPS. The device is fabricated as a prototype to prove the functionality of the novel
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technology. The layout and micrograph of the complete MZM is shown in Figure 3.31. The

TWE of the modulator has an L-shape withWm = 7.9µm and sm = 2.2µm, i.e. the same

dimensions as the TL-A. For simpli�cation, this modulator is denominated Modulator A.

The phase shifter has the length Lph = 500µm. The modulator is based on the p-doped

core con�guration since the rib doped waveguide of the phase shifter has a core width of

only 400 nm. Doping masks that do not align well during fabrication can lead to a wide

undoped region in the core that reduces the performance of the modulator signi�cantly.

A scheme of the cross section of the phase modulator showing the dimensions and doping

regions is presented in Figure 3.32.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.31: (a) Layout of the Modulator A, an MZM with a phase shifter length of
500µm, (b) MZM micrograph.

The target doping concentrations in the p- and n-doped regions are 1 · 1017 cm−3. In

this design, the distances s = 0.7µm and sn,p = 0.4µm are smaller and the slab thickness

hsl = 80 nm is higher than in the optimized design for light loss shown in the previous

simulations (Figure 3.16). Therefore, higher optical loss is expected for this device (see

Figure 3.14(c)).

Figure 3.32: Cross section of the phase shifter of the fabricated MZM.

The optical transmission spectrum of the modulator is measured for di�erent reverse bias

voltages. The results are plotted in Figure 3.33. The passive ER is around 32 dB. The

�ber-to-�ber insertion loss (IL) of the MZM, including the losses of the GCs, tapers,
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MMIs, delay lines and waveguides, is 12.5 dB at λ = 1550 nm. The GCs used for this

design are standard, therefore the total IL could be reduced by using the highly e�cient

coupler, which exhibits a coupling e�ciency of −0.74 dB at λ = 1550 nm, demonstrated

in [8] for the same technology. The total loss of the modulator can be reduced by ap-

proximately 6 dB. The IL only for the on-chip MZM is 4.2 dB for 0 V bias voltage, i.e.

for the maximum absorption of the light signal due to the free carriers. The loss per unit

length of the phase shifter is around 2 dB/mm. The measured modulation e�ciency is

VπL = 3.1 Vcm at 2 V reverse bias voltage. The simulated modulation e�ciency for this

structure is VπL = 2.87 Vcm with a loss of 1 dB/mm. As it was previously observed with

the measurements of the optical test structures, this mismatch can be caused by mis-

alignment of the doping masks and irregularities during the Si etching process as shown

in Appendix A. For veri�cation, the same simulations are realized with a horizontal shift

of about 150 nm for the highly doped regions. These simulations match well with the

measurements.

Figure 3.33: Measurement for di�erent reverse bias voltages of the optical transmission
of the MZM. Zoom: wavelength shift depending on the reverse bias voltage.

The frequency response of the MZM is characterized. RF measurements of the TWE of the

modulator are realized for di�erent bias voltages. In Figure 3.34, the results are compared

with the TL with the same dimensions but without the doped etched waveguides under the

metal lines. The TL shows a similar transmission than the TWE of the optical modulator.

The main di�erence is the resonance of the TWE at around 30 GHz. The doped silicon

rib waveguide used to modulate the light works as a diode. By increasing the reverse bias

voltage, the depletion region of the pn-junction becomes wider. Consequently, the variable

junction capacitance decreases and the electrical transmission of the modulator improves.

As shown in Figure 3.35(a), there is a section where the coplanar metal lines are symmetric
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(cross section 1) without an optical waveguide underneath. However, the phase shifter

region has an asymmetric con�guration (cross section 2), because of the diode under the

lines. This transition favors the electrical mode conversion of the coplanar waveguide

mode to the unwanted coupled-slotline mode. This also explains that the measurements

of the TL structures in chapter 3.4.1.2 do not show the resonance: the coplanar lines are

symmetric for the complete TL structure because no optical waveguide is present under

the lines. To suppress the coupled-slotline mode, air-bridges could be used to �atten the

frequency response curve and therefore increase the bandwidth as described by [61][62].

Therefore, the cut-o� frequency of the modulator could be improved if this undesired

e�ect is diminished. It has to be considered that the small dimensions of the ground

metal lines, smaller than 8µm could complicate the use of bond wires to minimize this

e�ect. Nevertheless, in future designs this fact should be taken into account to avoid

undesirable e�ects using symmetric coplanar TWE as presented in Figure 3.35(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.34: Measurement results: (a) transmission and (b) re�ection of the TWE of
the modulator for di�erent reverse bias voltages and comparison with the
measured TL with the same dimensions.

The 6 dB electrical bandwidth (accurately the 6.4 dB electrical bandwidth) of the TWE

corresponds to the 3 dB EO bandwidth of the modulator assuming a match between the

phase velocities of the driving electrical signal and the optical wave for a short phase shifter

of 500µm length. The 3 dB EO bandwidth corresponds to the frequency, for which the

phase is reduced 1√
2
of the reference level. This causes a 3 dB fall in the received optical

signal, corresponding to the electrical loss of 6 dB [63][64].

The 6 dB electrical bandwidth of the modulator for the voltage range from 0 V to 2 V is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.35: (a) Layout MZM. Cross section 1: Symmetric coplanar lines. Cross sec-
tion 2: Start of the phase shifter, asymmetric coplanar lines, pn-waveguide
(diode) under only one side of the metal lines. (b) Asymmetric and sym-
metric structure.

30 GHz. For a higher voltage of 8 V (black curve in Figure 3.34), a bandwidth higher than

50 GHz can be reached. The re�ection of the TWE stays below −10 dB up to 50 GHz.

Di�erent con�gurations and dimensions of the TWE are included on the die design. The

optimized coplanar line with the dimensionsWm = 16.7µm and sm = 2.8µm is fabricated

as modulator. For simpli�cation, this modulator is called Modulator B. The RF response

of the TWE vs. the signal frequency is measured up to 50 GHz. Additionally, a di�erent

design of the TWE where the coplanar lines are straight to avoid the 90 ◦-bend is also

measured. The dimension of the lines is Wm = 7.9µm and sm = 1.9µm. This modulator

is called Modulator C. The most important dimensions and the measured 6 dB cut-o�

frequency of the Modulators A, B and C are compared in the table in Figure 3.36. Fur-

thermore, the layouts of the Modulators B and C are depicted. The three modulators

have a phase shifter length of Lph = 500µm.

The total length of the RF lines Lm is the Manhattan distance between the metal tapers.

For the modulators with the L-shape, the length is Lm = 850µm. Precisely, this is 750µm

from the left metal taper to the bend and 100µm from the bend to the top metal taper.

For the case of the Modulator C the total length is Lm = 1 mm. More space is required to

contact the �bers and the RF probes. That leads to a longer RF line for Modulator C. The
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Figure 3.36: Comparison table of the measured modulators (left). Layout of the Mod-
ulator B and Modulator C (right).

6 dB cut-o� frequency of the Modulator A is 30 GHz. The new designs of the Modulator B

and Modulator C exhibit better performance of the TWE, since the resonance at 30 GHz

is diminished. For both designs, the bandwidth is higher than 50 GHz. The measured

frequency response of these modulators is shown in Figure 3.37. The re�ection is lower

than −9 dB and −19 dB up to 50 GHz for the Modulator B and C, respectively. The design

without the 90 ◦-bend of the metal lines (Modulator C) shows lower losses of both the

transmission and the re�ection. But, it has to be considered that a signi�cant complexity

for the positioning of the �bers and probes is thereby added. In order to measure this

kind of straight modulator, the measurement setup is modi�ed to position the optical

�bers and the RF probes in parallel at both sides of the probe station.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.37: Measurement results of the (a) transmission and (b) re�ection vs. frequency
for the Modulator A, B and C.
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3.4.3 Measurement setup

The measurements of the optical response, of the electrical response, of eye diagrams and

of the EO performance: all need a special measurement setup.

The optical response is measured for GC, waveguides, MMIs, tapers, bends and for the

modulator itself. The measurement setup was introduced in Figure 2.25. In addition to

the measurements in chapter 2.5.2, the setup allows to determine the optical loss of the

doped waveguides. For this purpose, doped waveguides with di�erent lengths and doping

pro�les are measured and the results are compared to a reference intrinsic waveguide as

described in chapter 3.4.1.1.

Additionally, the optical transmission of the MZM for di�erent applied bias voltages is

measured. A DC-power supply connected to the coplanar metal pads of the TWE sets

the bias voltage.

The measurement setup for the RF response is illustrated in Figure 3.38. It is composed

of a vector network analyzer (VNA) with a frequency range between 0.5 GHz and 50 GHz.

The S-parameters of the DUT are extracted and the RF performance of the modulator can

be analyzed for di�erent bias voltages. For the bias voltages, a broadband (65 GHz) bias-

T is used. This component combines the RF signal from the VNA and the DC-voltage

provided by a DC-power supply and sends it by means of a GSG broadband probe to

the TWE of the embedded modulator. Two GSG probes are used for this measurement.

One at the input and the other one at the output of the TWE. The probe at the output

is connected using a broadband RF cable and a DC-block. The DC-block at the second

port provides improved protection for the VNA.

Figure 3.38: Measurement setup used for the characterization of RF response of the
TWE of the modulator.

With the S-parameters, the transmission (S21, S12) and the re�ection (S11, S22) of the

DUT are characterized. The calibration of the setup is very important to get reliable
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results. Hence, the complete setup is �rst calibrated using a calibration substrate where

the GSG probes are contacted. The calibration substrate consists of short, open, 50 Ω-

load and thru standard structures. Thereby, the e�ect of the setup components on the

RF response of the modulator is removed.

For the measurement of eye diagrams, a modi�ed setup depicted in Figure 3.39(a) is

built. A bit pattern of 1010 is sent using a signal generator connected to a pulse pattern

generator. The optical signal path is shown with a blue dotted line and the electrical signal

path with a solid black line. The input optical signal is provided by a tunable laser and the

polarization is set with a polarization controller. At the output of the modulator a 10 dB-

coupler splits the modulated light in two paths, one to control the transmitted optical

power, which is measured with the optical power meter. The other path is ampli�ed by an

erbium doped �ber ampli�er (EDFA) and measured by a photodiode. The length of the

modulator is very short, so the phase shift of the optical signal caused by the electrical

signal is limited and the amplitude of the resulting optical modulated signal is small.

Therefore, an electrical ampli�er is also needed after the photodiode. Finally, the eye

diagram of the modulator is measured by a sampling oscilloscope, which is triggered by

the pulse pattern generator.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.39: (a) Eye diagram measurement setup. (b) Picture of the setup used (top).
Eye diagram measurement of the designed Modulator A (depicted in
Figure 3.31) with a data rate of 4 Gbit/s for a bit pattern 1010 (bottom).

The measured eye diagram of the Modulator A (Figure 3.31) is shown in Figure 3.39(b).

The working point of the modulator is at λ = 1549.3 nm with an applied reverse bias

voltage of 8 V. Due to the limitation in the bandwidth of the ampli�ers used in the setup,

the measurements are realized at 4 Gbit/s. A picture of the setup is presented on top of
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Figure 3.39(b).

For the characterization of the EO performance, the setup described in Figure 3.38 is

extended and allows to measure optical response as well. The VNA provides an electrical

sinusoidal signal. This signal is ampli�ed and sent to the embedded modulator. The

ampli�er is necessary if the modulator dimensions are too short to achieve an optimal

phase shift of the optical wave to reach a large amplitude modulation. The bias voltage is

applied by a power supply by means of the bias-T device. At the output pads of the TWE

a 50 Ω termination is connected in order to avoid undesired re�ections of the electrical

signal. For the optical path, a setup similar to the eye diagram setup is implemented.

However, in this case the output of the photodiode is connected to the second port of the

VNA. The broadband photodiode detects the amplitude modulated optical signal and

converts it into an electrical signal. For this reason, the amplitude of the optical signal

shall be large enough to be detected by the photodiode.

For the calibration of this setup, the RF response of the power ampli�er and the bias-T is

measured with the VNA. Afterwards, a heterodyne measurement setup is built to obtain

the RF response of the photodiode as described in Appendix B. Finally, these calibration

curves of the ampli�er, bias-T and photodiode are subtracted from the measurement result

of the EO response of the modulator. In Figure 3.40, a graphical representation of the

described setup is illustrated and the measured results of the Modulator A are plotted.

The transmission is very low, i.e. < −42 dB, since the responsivity of the photodector

is not high enough to reach a higher electrical signal power range. For a reliable result,

the length of the modulator should be longer or the two arms of the MZM could work

as phase shifters in a push-pull con�guration. Thereby, a higher amplitude of the optical

signal and accordingly a stronger electrical signal from the photodiode could be achieved.

Another factor to be considered is the bandwidth of the electrical ampli�erHP83020. It is

speci�ed to operate only between 2 GHz and 26.5 GHz. The measured RF response of this

ampli�er together with the bias-T shows a nonuniform curve and high correction values

for the frequency ranges from 2 GHz to 5 GHz and from 23 GHz to 26.5 GHz. Therefore,

the estimation of the 3 dB EO bandwidth is with these results not reliable enough: at

low frequencies, around 2 GHz, the transmission is lower than for higher frequencies. An

ampli�er with a wider and smoother broadband response is necessary to obtain signi�cant

results.

For future investigations, the same modulator can be fabricated with a longer phase

shifter or as push-pull con�guration and the EO-bandwidth can be validated using this

EO-response measurement setup.
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Figure 3.40: Scheme of the measurement setup used for the characterization of the
electro-optical response of the modulator and measurement result of the
EO-transmission of the Modulator A.

3.4.4 Equivalent circuit model

For the characterization of the TL and the modulator, the electrical behavior of the device

is modeled with an equivalent circuit. A basic scheme of the TL with the most important

electrical elements is illustrated in Figure 3.41. The impedance and the inductance of

the transmission lines are represented by Rss and L, respectively. The metal lines are

separated by a distance s and can be modeled as a plate capacitor CSG. The TL together

with the active Si and together with the Si substrate have a capacitive behavior de�ned

as CSSi and as Csub, respectively. The e�ect of the conductivity of the substrate is added

in the circuit as the conductance Gsub.

This model can be extended to characterize the modulator as shown in Figure 3.42. The

pn-region of the optical Si waveguide is modeled with the variable junction capacitor CJ.

The value of the capacitance depends on the depletion region width, which varies with the

applied voltage. The series resistance of the doped Si is de�ned as Rs. The capacitance

of the metal vias is modeled by Cvia.

Figure 3.41: 3D Scheme of the TL and the fundamental equivalent circuit.
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Figure 3.42: 3D Scheme of the modulator and the fundamental equivalent circuit.

A model of the measured straight TL, depicted in Figure 3.26, is realized. The dimensions

of the TL are Lm = 500µm, Wm = 7.9µm and sm = 2.2µm. This structure has the same

substrate as the modulator but without the etched doped waveguide. This simpli�es the

analysis of the structure. In fact, it allows to identify the impact of the pn-doped Si

comparing it with the results of the modulator. An equivalent circuit model of the de-

scribed TL is presented in Figure 3.43. The resulting values for each electrical component

of the simulation realized with the tuning and optimization tool of Schematic ADS are

shown. The frequency response, i.e. the S-parameters, of the simulated model are �tted

to match the measurements of the TL. The results are plotted in Figure 3.44. The sim-

ulated transmission and re�ection of the circuit model match well with the measurement

results.

Figure 3.43: Equivalent circuit model of the straight TL with Wm = 7.9µm,
sm = 2.2µm and Lm = 500µm.

The modulator requires the more elaborate circuit model in Figure 3.42. The S-parameters

of the circuit are simulated for di�erent values of the components. However, a mismatch

is observed between the simulations and measurements. The results of the theoretical Rs

and CJ calculated in chapter 3.3.3 with Vbias = 0 V are added to the equivalent circuit

of the TL to model the pn-junction. The circuit model of the modulator is shown in

Figure 3.45.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.44: Comparison of the simulated equivalent circuit model of Figure 3.43 with
the measurements of the fabricated straight TL with same dimensions. (a)
Transmission and (b) re�ection.

The comparison of the transmission and re�ection between simulation of the circuit model

and the measurement is plotted in Figure 3.46. The measurement results of the transmis-

sion show a resonance at 30 GHz that is missing in the simulation results of the equivalent

circuit model. The resonance is caused due to the propagation of undesired microwave

modes. In addition to the coplanar waveguide (CPW) mode, other microwave modes as

the slotline mode and the surface wave mode can propagate in a coplanar transmission line

[65]. These modes are shown in Figure 3.47. Undesired modes can be limited if certain

design guidelines are ensured. For instance, parasitic modes can be reduced if the width

of the ground metal lineWg is larger than the signal line width and the space between the

lines, i.e Wg > Wm + 2sm. An analysis of the coplanar line modes for di�erent substrates

and the design guidelines are given in [66].

Figure 3.45: Equivalent circuit model of the Modulator A shown in Figure 3.31.

The measured single drive modulator is an asymmetric structure since the pn-structure is
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built between the signal line and one of the ground lines of the coplanar transmission line.

This asymmetry allows for mode conversion of the CPW mode into the slotline mode. In

order to characterize this e�ect, a simulation is realized with the ADS Schematic tool with

the CPW model shown in Figure 3.48 based on the analysis realized in [63]. The TWE

of the phase shifter is divided arbitrarily in 5 sections, each one with 100µm length. An

RC-element with C = 10.4 fF and R = 155 Ω is connected between the signal and one of

the ground lines for each section. This represents the capacitance of the pn-junction and

the resistance of the pn-structure for a length of 100µm. A multilayer substrate with the

dimensions and characteristics of the substrate of the measured modulator is set up. The

simulations results of the transmission and re�ection of this CPW e�ective circuit model is

plotted in Figure 3.46. The simulation shows the same resonance at around 30 GHz in the

transmission as measured in the fabricated modulator. However, if the ground lines were

connected between them with e.g. gold wire bridges [62], the resonance disappears, since

the voltage between the ground lines is equalized and the propagation of parasitic modes

is avoided. Another possibility to avoid these parasitic modes is the design of a symmetric

pn-structure between the coplanar lines, e.g. the push-pull modulator presented in the

next chapter in Figure 3.58.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.46: Comparison of the measurement of Modulator A (Vbias = 0 V) with the sim-
ulated equivalent circuit model of Figure 3.45 and Figure 3.48. (a) Trans-
mission and (b) re�ection.

For the re�ection, resonances are only observed for the modulators with L-shape, but

not for the straight or the L-shaped TLs (see Figure 3.37(b)). Therefore, these periodic

resonances are probably caused by re�ections of the electrical signal between the TWE,
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i.e. the phase shifter region, and the 90 ◦-bend of the coplanar TL.

Figure 3.47: Coplanar transmission line modes.

Figure 3.48: ADS CPW e�ective circuit model of the Modulator A.

3.5 Optimization of the doping pro�le

For future designs the structure is optimized using di�erent doping concentrations for the

p- and n-regions. The in�uence of the distance between the waveguide core and the highly

doped regions on the modulation performance and on the optical loss is investigated. New

simulations are realized varying the doping concentration, Nd and Na, and the distance

sn and sp to the highly doped regions. The fabricated Modulator A exhibits a good

modulation e�ciency due to the reduction of sn,p with respect to s. Base on the results

of the previous simulations and the measured Modulator A, the distance to the metal

contacts is set to s = 1.25µm and to the highly doped region is set to sn,p = 0.5µm. The

cross section of the structure is shown in Figure 3.49. The ∆neff and the optical loss α of
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the structure are simulated for di�erent acceptor concentrations Na for two di�erent donor

concentrations Nd = 1 · 1017 cm−3 and Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3. The highly doped regions are

kept as Na+,d+ = 1 · 1020 cm−3. The simulation results of the e�ective refractive index

change are plotted in Figure 3.50(a). The ∆neff for both donor concentrations is similar

for a low acceptor concentration Na = 5 · 1016 cm−3. However, while ∆neff decreases with

larger Na for the low donor concentration, it almost doubles to ∆neff ≈ 2.5 · 10−4 for

the higher donor concentration. The loss due to the free carrier absorption is shown in

Figure 3.50(b). It increases with the doping concentration as expected. The o�set between

both curves is kept constant for the simulated range of Na. The modulation e�ciency

and the �gure of merit VπL · α are compared in Figure 3.50(c). From this plot an optimal

doping concentration can be chosen for the trade o� between the modulation e�ciency and

the loss. A promising con�guration is shown byNd = 1 · 1018 cm−3 andNa = 9 · 1016 cm−3,

since a low VπL ≈ 1.8 Vcm at 6 V is achieved with a VπL · α ≈ 6 V · dB.

Figure 3.49: Cross section of the simulated structure. Parameters of the phase shifter:
sp = sn = 0.5µm, s = 1.25µm, hsl = 50 nm, Na+,d+ = 1 · 1020 cm−3

Finally, for the optimized doping Na = 9 · 1016 cm−3 and Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3 the optimal

distance from the waveguide core to the highly doped regions sn and sp is investigated.

The simulation results for the loss and VπL · α are shown in Figure 3.51. The chosen

distance sn,p = 0.5µm in Figure 3.49 is a good value. It can be further optimized if the

distance is increased to sn,p = 0.6µm. For this distance, the loss is α = 0.31 dB/mm and

the modulation e�ciency is VπL = 1.8 Vcm. The �gure of merit VπL · α ≈ 5.8 V · dB is

achieved.

Conclusively, the optimized structure has a p-doped waveguide core with a width of

w = 400 nm. The slab width is s = 1.25µm with a thickness of hsl = 50 nm. The dis-

tance to the highly doped regions from the core edge is optimized to sn,p = 0.6µm. The

high doping concentrations are Na+,d+ = 1020 cm−3. The lowly doped regions have a

p-doped carrier concentration of Na = 9 · 1016 cm−3 and the n-doped carrier concentra-

tion is Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3. This results in a change of the e�ective refractive index of

∆neff = 2.5 · 10−4 for a reverse bias voltage of 6 V. Thus, the phase shifter length needed
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.50: Simulations of (a) the change of the e�ective refractive index at 6 V reverse
bias, (b) the optical loss at 0 V bias, (c) modulation e�ciency and VπL · α
of the phase shifter described in Figure 3.49.

to reach a phase shift of π is given by

Lπ =
λ

2∆neff

≈ 3.1 mm. (3.34)

For this structure the calculated cut-o� frequency of the pn-diode is 42 GHz and 61 GHz

at 2 V and 6 V, respectively.

The �ber-to-�ber loss of the modulator is determined as the sum of the phase shifter loss

of 0.97 dB for Lπ = 3.1 mm and the losses of the optical components. The measured loss

at λ = 1.55µm of the high coupling e�ciency GCs is 0.74 dB/coupler and for each MMI
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the loss is 0.05 dB. The coupling loss between the 400 nm wide strip waveguide and the

rib waveguide of the phase shifter is 0.05 dB/coupling. Each of the linear tapers with a

length of 400µm has a loss of 0.4 dB and the waveguide loss due to the roughness and

other imperfections during the fabrication process is 3.3 dB/cm. Therefore, for a phase

shifter length of 3.1 mm and around 1 mm of additional intrinsic strip waveguides an ultra-

low �ber-to-�ber loss of approximately 4.8 dB is expected for the complete modulator

fabricated with the IMS CHIPS technology.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.51: Simulation of (a) the optical loss at 0 V bias and (b) VπL · α depend-
ing on the distance sn,p. Being Na = 9 · 1016 cm−3, Nd = 1 · 1018 cm−3,
Na+,d+ = 1 · 1020 cm−3, s = 1.25µm and hsl = 50 nm.

3.6 Comparison with other technologies

3.6.1 Design in a 220 nm SOI platform

New designs are realized during this work based on a di�erent technology. A die with

an area of 7 mm · 7 mm is manufactured at the Leibniz Institute for High Performance

Microelectronics (IHP) [67]. Di�erent MZMs and test structures are realized using the

new IHP electronic-photonic integrated circuit (EPIC) technology. In Figure 3.52, the

�nal layout and the micrograph of the fabricated die is shown. The wafer has multiple

metal layers. The one used for the TLs and TWEs is the top metal with a 3µm thickness.

The TWE is connected to the highly doped Si region through the metal vias. The vias

connect the di�erent metal layers between them until reaching the active silicon layer.
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Figure 3.52: Layout and micrograph of the die fabricated with the IHP technnology.

The thickness of the dielectric layer, which isolates the top metal layer and the active

Si, is 11.88µm. The p-doped and the n-doped regions have a doping concentration of

3 · 1017 cm−3 and 1 · 1018 cm−3, respectively. For the highly doped regions, the doping

concentration is 1 · 1020 cm−3.

Figure 3.53: Layout and the cross section of the fabricated modulator with the IHP
technology including the positioning of the doping masks.

The layout and the cross section of a designed optical MZM is presented in Figure 3.53,

where the most important dimensions of the phase shifter and the doping pro�le are

described. The modulator has a phase shifter length of 750µm. The core of the Si

waveguide has a width of 400 nm, a thickness of 220 nm and is p-doped. The slabs have

a width of s = 0.7µm and a thickness of hsl = 100 nm. The metal vias are positioned

at 1.7µm from the waveguide core to avoid additional losses of the optical signal due to

the metal. Furthermore, the �gure shows the target position of the doping masks. The
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Figure 3.54: Transmission vs. wavelength of the two modulators with same design as
shown in Figure 3.53 and di�erent phase shifter lengths.

doping masks overlap in some regions of the waveguide. The goal is to avoid undoped

regions in the waveguide due to misalignment of the masks during the fabrication process

as it is observed previously with the pn-core waveguides of the IMS CHIPS design. For

this MZM, di�erent phase shifter lengths are measured to analyze the optical loss of the

structure. Figure 3.54 shows the measured optical transmission of two MZMs with phase

shifter lengths of 750µm and 4 mm, respectively. The IL of the phase shifter is 4.6 dB/mm

for 0 V bias voltage. The two arms of the MZMs are identically doped to have the same

loss of light in both arms. Hence, an extinction ratio of ER = 32 dB is achieved.

The performance of the modulator with the phase shifter length of 4 mm is further in-

vestigated. The optical transmission is measured for the applied reverse bias voltages

between 0 V and 16 V with a step of 2 V. A phase shift of π is achieved at 16 V reverse

bias. The measurement results are plotted in Figure 3.55. The modulator exhibits a

modulation e�ciency of VπL = 4.2 Vcm at 2 V reverse bias voltage. A high active ER of

26 dB is achieved. The optical loss of the 4 mm phase shifter is around 18 dB. In order to

ful�ll the design rules of the technology used, �llers in each substrate layer shall be used.

The silicon �llers are located very close to the waveguides and that can cause additional

optical losses. The same problem happens with the TWE, where metal �llers are close to

the RF coplanar lines and this can increase the losses of the electrical wave signal.

The electrical RF response of modulators with di�erent TWE designs is investigated. The

dimensions of the fabricated TWE are listed in Table 3.1. TWEs with L-shape, similar to
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Figure 3.55: Measurement of the optical transmission depending on the reverse bias
voltage of the 4 mm MZM fabricated with the IHP technology.

the ones designed for the IMS technology, are also used in this die design. The width Wm

and the space between the lines sm of the coplanar lines are optimized and adjusted for

the IHP technology. In addition, longer phase shifters with Lph = 750µm or Lph = 4 mm

are fabricated. Furthermore, in this die other designs of the TWE are included. These are

specially loaded coplanar lines. A micrograph of one of them is shown in Figure 3.56(a).

These speci�c periodic transmission lines are fabricated with di�erent metal �nger periods

showing a huge di�erence in the results depending on the period. The high frequency per-

formance of the lines can be modi�ed changing the period and the electrical propagation

constant can be adapted for a better matching between the electrical and the optical wave

velocities. The measurement results of these modulators are compared in Figure 3.56(b).

The electrical transmission of all the structures is measured for a bias voltage of 0 V.

A dash line, cutting the measured curves, shows the 6 dB electrical bandwidth of the

modulators. The TWEs with a standard coplanar con�guration, A7 and A12, exhibit a

cut-o� frequency of 20 GHz. The bandwidth is reduced to almost 6 GHz for the case of

the phase shifter length Lph = 4 mm. For the special periodic coplanar lines, i.e A5 with

a period of 19µm and A6 with a period of 20µm, the cut-o� frequency are 8 GHz and

20 GHz, respectively. This shows the signi�cant impact of the metal �nger period on the

RF performance, since the capacitive e�ect of the lines can be modi�ed.

The modulation e�ciency of other MZMs with di�erent doping pro�les integrated on

the die is examined. An optimized structure is measured where the highly doped silicon
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Table 3.1: TWE dimensions of the measured modulators.

Modulator name A5 A6 A7 A12 A20

Lph [µm] 750 750 750 750 4000

Wm [µm] 30 30 40 23.8 23.8

sm [µm] 7 7 8.5 3 3

Period [µm] 19 20 − − −

(a) (b)

Figure 3.56: (a) Micrograph of the periodic TWE of the A5 modulator. (b) Measure-
ment of the frequency response of di�erent modulators with 0 V bias volt-
age.

regions are closer to the waveguide core than the structure shown in Figure 3.53(a). This

means, sn,p = 0.35µm instead of sn,p = 0.7µm. Due to the overlap of the doping masks

di�erent carrier concentration regions are built along the cross section of the waveguide

as depicted in Figure 3.57(a). At the same bias voltage, this optimized doping pro�le

leads to a higher free carrier concentration change in the waveguide core where the mode

is guided. Hence, the change in the e�ective refractive index of the fundamental mode is

increased. This type of doping pro�le is also pro�table to reduce the electrical resistance in

the slabs of the modulator. This modulator has a modulation e�ciency VπL = 2.9 Vcm

at 2 V reverse bias voltage. However, the higher density of free carriers causes more

loss of the light due to absorption. The IL of the phase shifter is 5.5 dB higher than

the structure presented previously (Figure 3.53(a)) for the same phase shifter length of
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750µm. The optical transmission of the modulator for di�erent reverse bias voltages is

shown in Figure 3.57(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.57: (a) Cross section of the phase shifter with the optimized doping pro�le
and scheme of the target position of the doping masks. (b) Measurement
results for di�erent reverse bias voltages of the MZM with the optimized
doping pro�le.

As demonstrated in Figure 3.56, the length of the TWE has a direct impact on the

electrical bandwidth of the modulator. The aim is to keep the length of the device as

short as possible and at the same time achieve a high modulation e�ciency. Thereby, a

higher phase shift of the optical signal can be obtained without diminishing the bandwidth.
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For this purpose a push-pull MZM is designed. The layout of this modulator is presented

in Figure 3.58(a). It has a phase shifter in both arms of the interferometer. The TWE

has a GSG con�guration. The signal metal line is connected through vias to both arms of

the MZM. For the upper arm, the signal line is connected to the p-doped region of the rib

waveguide and the ground to the n-doped region. For the bottom arm, the signal metal

line is connected to the n-doped region and the ground to the p-doped region. Hence,

when the RF signal travels through the TWE, one arm operates in forwards bias and the

other arm in reverse bias.

The measured optical transmission of the modulator for di�erent bias voltages is plotted

in Figure 3.58(b). The passive ER = 30 dB and the active ER is around 20 dB. The

�ber-to-�ber IL is 18 dB for a phase shifter length of Lph = 1 mm. With this push-pull

con�guration, a high modulation e�ciency is achieved. Figure 3.58(c) shows the modu-

lation e�ciency of the device depending on the applied bias voltage. For a bias voltage

of 0.5 V the VπL is 1.4 Vcm. For higher bias voltages, this value is even lower, achieving

0.25 Vcm at 2 V bias voltage.

Finally, the frequency response of the TWE is plotted in Figure 3.59. The 6 dB cut-o�

frequency of the modulator is around 10 GHz. The re�ection is above −5 dB between

10 GHz and 42 GHz. This is due to the change of the impedance of the RF lines when

two diodes are connected in series under the coplanar metal lines. The mismatch between

the impedances causes higher re�ections of the RF signal.

A comparison of the designs presented in this work based on a 220 nm SOI platform and

a 250 nm SOI platform together with some of the state of the art devices developed by

other research groups is presented in chapter 3.6.2. Some of the most important design

parameters and �gures of merit that describe the performance of the modulators are

summarized in Table 3.2.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.58: Push-pull MZM: (a) Layout. (b) Measurement results of the optical trans-
mission for di�erent bias voltages. (c) Modulation e�ciency VπL vs. bias
voltage.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.59: Measurement of the electrical (a) transmission and (b) re�ection of the
push-pull MZM at 0 V bias voltage.
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3.6.2 State of the art

Silicon optical modulators are developed by several research groups in the last years. High

speed modulators are investigated with di�erent materials, architectures and physical

phenomenons. An overview of the state of the art is presented in [68].

Some of the most relevant published Si modulators based on the carrier-depletion e�ect

are compared in Table 3.2 including the results of the designs of this work. The modu-

lators are listed based on design of the pn-diode of the phase shifter. These design types

are: lateral [63][69][70][71][72][73][74], interdigitated [75][62][76] or vertical pn-junction

[77][71]. The vertical and interdigitated patterns exhibit a good compromise between

modulation e�ciency VπL and optical loss α. However, they require more complexity of

the lithography processes to locate precisely the pn-junction.

There is a trade-o� between the modulation e�ciency and the phase shifter loss. Designs

with high modulation e�ciency, i.e. low VπL, typically exhibit also a high optical loss,

e.g. in [71] VπL = 0.97 Vcm and α = 7.1 dB/mm. A notable case is the modulator based

on the slow light e�ect [70]. This modulator can be integrated on a very small area and

a very low VπL of 0.85 Vcm is achieved. However, the loss of the slow light modulator is

signi�cantly higher than the loss of the other modulators.

High speed modulations with up to 100 Gbit/s OOK transmission [74] and up to 60 GHz

bandwidth [72] have been demonstrated. It can be observed that for the modulators with

a small distance to the highly doped regions sn,p, exhibit better modulation e�ciency.

Besides, this allows the reduction of the series resistance of the modulator contributing

to the enhancement of the bandwidth of the device. Nevertheless, this also increases the

absorption of the light, i.e. optical loss α, due to the free carriers. To overcome this

problem, intermediate doping concentration regions between the highly doped and the

lowly doped regions can be added to reduce the series resistance while keeping a low

optical loss [72]. To increase the electrical bandwidth, the Si substrate is in this design

etched in some regions to diminish that the electrical mode �eld distribution pattern is

pulling down to the high permittivity silicon substrate.

The 220 nm SOI platform is the technology that most of the research groups use. In

this work, a new technology with a 250 nm SOI platform is used. The modulators are

designed reducing complexity in the etching and doping fabrication processes. This shows

promising results of the �rst prototype and simulations achieving high electrical band-

width. Additionally, the design of a push-pull modulator fabricated with a 220 nm SOI

platform is demonstrated in this work with a very good modulation e�ciency of 0.25 Vcm

and an electrical bandwidth of 10 GHz.
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Table 3.2: State of the art of carrier-depletion phase shifter designs on di�erent SOI
technologies for C-band.
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A 220 1 100 − 2.8 1.72 (2 V) 30 (2 V) [69]

A∗4 220 5.5 100 − 0.9 2.20 (4 V) 24 (5 V) [63]

A 220 0.5 100
sp = 0.50
sn = 0.55

10.0 0.85 (5 V)
Data rate:
40 Gbit/s

[70]

A∗1 220 2.4 100 − 7.1
0.97

(0 V − 2 V)
61 (1 V)∗3 [71]

A 220 2 90
sp = 0.78
sn = 0.68

2.2 1.40 (4 V) 60 (8 V) [72]

A 220 6 95 0.95 0.3 7.20 (4 V) 5 (4 V) [73]

A − 2.47 − − 2.7 (1 V) 1.50 (1 V)
Data rate:
100 Gbit/s

[74]

B 340 0.75 80 1.0 1.0 1.62 (2 V) 20 (3 V) [75]

B 220 1 90 0.6 2.8 2.20 (2 V) 30 (3 V) [62]

B 220 2 45 − 1.1 0.60 (2 V) 5 (2 V) [76]

C∗1 290 1.8 − 0.8 4.2
0.74

(0 V − 2 V)
48 (1 V) [71]

C 500 1 − 1.0 1.8 < 4 30 (3 V)∗3 [77]

A∗4 250 0.5 80 0.4 2.0 3.10 (2 V)
30 (2 V)
> 50 (6 V)

This work

A∗1∗4 250 3.1 50 0.6 0.3∗2 1.80 (6 V) 61 (6 V)∗3 This work

A∗4 220 4 100 0.7 4.6 4.20 (2 V) 6 (0 V) This work

A∗4 220 0.75 100 0.35 11.4 2.90 (2 V) 20 (0 V) This work

A 220 1 100 0.7 4.6 0.25 (2 V) 10 (0 V) This work

Note: Type (A) Lateral, (B) Interdigitated, (C) Vertical.
∗1 Simulated/calculated
∗2 Only free carrier absorption at 0 V
∗3 Intrinsic pn-diode cut-o� frequency
∗4 Single drive
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4 Summary and outlook

This chapter summarizes the most signi�cant results of the research on two-dimensional

grating couplers, tapers and optical Mach-Zehner modulators designed in this work. In

addition, an outlook on possible future research is given on how to investigate further

design parameters and their e�ects.

The �rst part of the work is focused on the design of two-dimensional grating couplers.

These structures allow the coupling of light into embedded waveguides and split the

orthogonal light polarizations, TE and TM, into di�erent outputs. The e�ect on coupling

e�ciency and optical bandwidth of di�erent geometrical parameters of these structures

is investigated. The couplers are designed for a 250 nm SOI platform. The shape and

position of the etched holes in the silicon are varied. The holes, cylinder or cuboids, of

the 2DGCS are placed periodically. Additionally, for the structure with cuboidal holes, a

design with an aperiodic grating is investigated. The coupling e�ciency of the 2DGCS are

optimized with the use of a backside metal mirror to reduce light losses into the substrate.

The results and dimensions of the most relevant simulated structures are summarized in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Results of the simulated 2DGCS designs with backside mirror at λ = 1.55µm.

Hole
Shape

R or a
[nm]

Λ
[µm]

N θ [◦]

TE
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

TM
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

1 dB-
BW
[nm]

3 dB-
BW
[nm]

Cylinder 200 580 19 − −1.9 −2.0 38 66

Cylinder 200 580 23 − −1.8 −1.9 36 62

Cuboid 360 580 23 30 −1.9 −2.1 35 61

Cuboid - Aper. 23 0 −1.7 −1.9 36 63

For identical dimensions of the 2DGCS the coupling e�ciency is enhanced with a higher

number of holes N ·N until the coupling e�ciency converges at N = 23. This is correlated
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with the dimensions of the electric �eld pro�le of the optical �ber. However, the 1 dB-BW

and 3 dB-BW are higher for the structure with N = 19.

The 2DGCSs are designed by optimizing the period of the holes Λ and the hole radius R

for the structure with cylindrical holes. For the one with cuboids, the edge length a and

the rotation angle θ are optimized. The 2DGCS design with cylindrical holes exhibits a

slightly higher coupling e�ciency than with cuboids.

From the optimized periodic structure with cuboids, research on aperiodic grating is

conducted. It is observed that the modi�cation of the hole dimensions of the �rst lines

of holes of the grating contributes to a better matching of the �ber electric �eld pro�le

and the one of the di�raction grating. A genetic algorithm is used to calculate the length

and width of the holes for the �rst 5 lines. In order to avoid an overlapping of the holes,

the rotation angle is set to θ = 0 ◦. The coupling e�ciency achieved is −1.7 dB for the

TE polarization and −1.9 dB for the TM polarization. The 1 dB-BW and 3 dB-BW are

36 nm and 63 nm, respectively. This shows promising results using this technology and

further research in this �eld is recommended for future work.

A simulation sweep with a variation of the dimensions of more grating lines as sweep

parameter can be realized to continue the study of the e�ect on the coupling e�ciency

and bandwidth of the aperiodic grating. It would be interesting to modify the holes

independently to accurately match the electric �eld pro�les of the �ber and the grating.

However, the optimization of such a large number of parameters leads to a high time

consuming simulation e�ort.

Moreover, the algorithm used for the simulation of the aperiodic grating can be modi�ed

to sweep the dimension of the cylinders instead of the cuboids. In this case, the resulting

holes of the aperiodic grating would have an elliptical shape. Other design parameters as

the depth of the etched holes or a di�erent hole shape could also be investigated.

In order to reduce the area of the grating coupler and the taper to couple light from the

�ber to a single mode waveguide with a width of 400 nm, two-dimensional focusing grating

couplers are investigated. The holes in this type of gratings are positioned along cofocal

ellipses de�ned by the parameter q. This special position of the holes allows for a higher

focusing of light. The distance from the coupler edge to the point with the maximum

focus of light is calculated and de�ned as b. The simulation results of the most relevant

structures with and without a backside mirror are presented in Table 4.2. A 2DFGC

design with cylindrical holes and with a focal distance b = 26.2µm exhibits a coupling

e�ciency of −2.4 dB and −2.5 dB for the TE and the TM polarizations, respectively.

Other designs are optimized to reduce the distance of the maximum focus of the light up
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to b = 17.5µm, achieving a coupling e�ciency of −2.7 dB for the TE polarization and

−2.9 dB for TM and a 1 dB-BW of 45 nm.

Table 4.2: Results of the simulated 2DFGC designs with and without backside mirror.
Λ = 610µm and λ = 1.55µm.

Hole
Shape

R or a
[nm]

N θ [◦] qmin
b

[µm]
Mirror

TE
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

TM
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

1 dB-
BW
[nm]

Cyl. 255 23 − 50 26.2
No
Yes

−4.5
−2.4

−4.7
−2.5

−
40

Cub. 440 19 36 34 17.5
No
Yes

−5.4
−3.1

−5.4
−3.2

45
46

Cyl. 255 19 − 34 17.5
No
Yes

−5.0
−2.7

−5.1
−2.9

43
45

The total coupling e�ciency and the 1 dB-BW of the 2DFGC together with the taper is

summarized in Table 4.3. Using a customized taper with the same length as the focal

distance b to couple light into a monomode waveguide, a coupling e�ciency of −3.1 dB

and −3.2 dB are achieved for the TE and TM polarizations, respectively.

A di�erent construction is designed where the coupler is followed by a waveguide with the

same width as the 2DFGC and with length b. This waveguide is followed by an adiabatic

taper with a length of 100µm. The total coupling e�ciency for this coupling system is

−2.4 dB. This means, no losses are added due to the taper. However, if the orthogonal

2DGCS is used to couple the light into a monomode waveguide with a width of 400 nm,

the linear adiabatic taper has to have a length of at least 400µm to avoid additional loss.

The 2DFGC coupler design allows for the reduction of the taper length by a factor of 4.

A prototype of the 2DFGC with customized tapers is fabricated at IMS CHIPS. The area

of 2DFGC including the tapers is 30µm · 32µm. The device is measured showing a cou-

pling e�ciency of −7 dB and −7.6 dB for the TM and TE polarizations, respectively. This

coupling e�ciency can be signi�cantly improved with the use of a backside metal mirror,

since the IMS CHIPS technology is optimized to add a metal mirror at the bottom of the

BOX layer. A future tape-out, adding a metal mirror fabrication step, is recommended.
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Table 4.3: Results of the 2DFGC designs with taper. Λ = 610µm

Hole
Shape

R
[nm]

N Taper qmin

Taper
length
[µm]

Mirror

TE
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

TM
Coupling
e�ciency

[dB]

1 dB-
BW
[nm]

Cyl.∗1 255 23 Custom 50 26.2 Yes −3.1 −3.2 40

Cyl.∗1 255 23 Adiabat. 50 100 Yes −2.4 −2.5 40

Cyl.∗2 250 19 Custom 34 19.6 No −7.6 −7.0 30

∗1 Simulated (λ = 1.55µm). ∗2 Measured (λ = 1.56µm).

The second part of the work is focused on the design of an optical carrier-depletion MZM

in a 250 nm SOI technology. The parameters of the device, e.g. the doping concentration

and pro�le of the free carriers in the rib Si waveguide, the dimensions of the waveguide

and the TWE, are optimized to achieve a high bandwidth and modulation e�ciency while

maintaining low electrical and optical losses of the signals. An analysis of the electrical

bandwidth of the modulator for di�erent doping pro�les is described. Furthermore, RF

coplanar lines with di�erent dimensions and shapes are simulated and measured achieving

a 3 dB-bandwidth higher than 50 GHz.

A single-drive MZM is fabricated and measured delivering a modulation e�ciency of

VπL = 3.1 Vcm at 2 V reverse bias voltage. The length of the phase shifter is 0.5 mm with

an optical loss of α = 2 dB/mm. The electrical bandwidth of the modulator is 30 GHz.

The TL and the modulator are modeled with an equivalent circuit. This allows for further

optimization of the modulator on the electrical circuit level. In future, the modulator

model can be simulated together with the electrical circuit of the transmitter and the

complete circuit can be improved matching the impedance to avoid undesired re�ections.

Further simulations are realized to enhance the modulation e�ciency and optical loss

of the modulator achieving a theoretical modulation e�ciency of VπL = 1.8 Vcm and a

maximum optical loss of the phase shifter of α = 0.31 dB/mm. The expected �ber-to-�ber

loss of an MZM with a phase shifter length of 3.1 mm is 4.8 dB.

In the fabricated die, a higher optical loss compared to the same test structures of other

tape-outs fabricated with the IMS CHIPS technology are observed. The di�erence might

derive from a fabrication deviation. For further research, it is recommended to fabricate

the measured modulator and the optimized design again and compare the results. In
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addition, in order to avoid undesired undoped regions or incomplete etched Si regions of

the waveguides, an overlap of the doping and the etching masks has to be considered.

Finally, single-drive and dual-drive MZMs are fabricated in a 220 nm SOI technology

with the IHP technology. A modulation e�ciency of VπL = 0.25 Vcm at 2 V reverse bias

voltage is demonstrated for a push-pull modulator. The 6 dB electrical bandwidth of the

TWE is 10 GHz. Di�erent TWE designs are simulated and measured for this technology

achieving a 3 dB electrical bandwidth of 6 GHz for a phase shifter length of 4 mm and

20 GHz for a length of 750µm.

For future designs, the use of sub-λ doped waveguides to build compact modulators is an

interesting �eld to be investigated. With the IMS CHIPS technology some designs are

reported showing excellent results for sub-λ intrinsic Si waveguides [78] and MMIs [55].

With the knowledge of this work regarding the doping process and modulation results

of the respective technology this research �eld can be further improved. To enhance

the bandwidth of the device, the fabrication of symmetrical MZMs to avoid unwanted

microwave parasitic modes is recommended. In addition, etching the complete active

silicon layer, except the modulator waveguides, avoids extra losses of the electrical mode

along the TWE. Moreover, wafers with a high resistivity Si substrate would also reduce

the electrical loss. The use of intermediate tunable delay lines to adjust the phase velocity

of the optical and the electrical signal for long modulators can also be studied to analyze

its in�uence on the EO-bandwidth of the modulator.
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A Fabrication deviations

The measurement results of some optical waveguides and coplanar lines fabricated with

the IMS technology shows undesired ripples or higher losses than simulated. Courtesy

of IMS CHIPS, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to take pictures of some

parts of the fabricated structures. The SEM pictures are presented in Figure A.1. The

two pictures on top show the top view of the transition between a 400 nm width silicon

waveguide and the phase shifter section of the modulator. The red ellipses mark the

regions where the silicon was not etched properly. That can produce additional losses of

the optical signal that could be avoided. In addition, deviations of the target dimensions

are observed. For instance, the width of the monomode waveguide is 14 nm wider than

speci�ed and the slabs of the modulator have a width of 0.65µm instead of 0.7µm. These

points can be taken into account for developing the technology in collaboration with IMS

CHIPS. For instance, the layouts can be redesigned with some overlap of the etching

layers and also between the doping layers. A design kit where the fabrication rules are

described, e.g. the minimum and maximum dimensions of the structures, the tolerances

and the overlap of the mask layers, can be developed for future designs.

The bottom left picture shows the cross section of the rib waveguide of the modulator.

The slab thickness target was 50 nm. Due to di�culties of the etching process to achieve

this thin slab thickness, the structures are fabricated �nally with 80 nm slab thickness.

The bottom right picture shows a monomode waveguide inside the red dashed lines and

on top the AlSiCu metal line. Due to the 1µm SiO2 coating over the Si waveguide, the

metal line is not �at any more. That could cause additional losses for the electrical high

frequency signal. These irregularities are not taken into account by the simulations and

that could be a reason for a deviation between measurements and simulations.
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Figure A.1: SEM pictures of some structures of the die fabricated by IMS CHIPS.
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B Heterodyne measurement setup

A heterodyne measurement setup is used to measure the frequency response of the broad-

band photodiode used for the measurements of the optical modulator. The characteriza-

tion of the photodiode is realized for the later calibration of the modulator measurement

setup. A scheme of the heterodyne setup is shown in Figure B.1. Two tunable lasers are

used as light source. One of them emits a light signal with a wavelength λ = 1550 nm

and the other laser the same but with adding a small wavelength di�erence ∆λ. Both

light outputs are combined with a 3 dB-coupler. Afterwards, the light is ampli�ed with an

EDFA and �ltered to avoid undesired frequencies. The optical power is adjusted by means

of an optical attenuator and the light signal is later divided with a 10 dB-coupler. The

10 % of light is sent to an optical powermeter and the other 90 % is sent to the photodiode

under test. The photodiode can be embedded on wafer or a separate device. In this last

case, the optical �ber is connected to the photodiode by means of an standard optical

connector and the output RF signal with and electrical broadband RF cable without the

need of an RF probe. In order to measure the electrical transmission depending on the

frequency, an electrical power meter is connected through a bias-T to the output of the

photodiode. The bias voltage is applied by a voltage source and this is connected to the

DC connector of the bias-T. The measured results for the desired frequency range are

collected by means of an automatized software.

Figure B.1: Scheme of the heterodyne measurement setup.

An example of a measurement realized with this setup is shown in Figure B.2. An u2t

photodiode with a 3 dB-bandwidth of 50 GHz is measured. The results are compared
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with the speci�cations, i.e. datasheet, of the device. It can be observed that very similar

results between speci�cations and measurement with the heterodyne setup are obtained.
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Figure B.2: Comparison between speci�cations and measurement with the heterodyne
setup of the transfer function curve of a 50 GHz u2t photodiode.
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Supporting Research Works

The following student works have contributed to the accomplishment of this thesis. Their

support and motivation have helped for the realization of the research.

• Andreas Zibold: Design and Simulation of an Optical Modulator in SOI Tech-

nology. Research Thesis, March 2014.

• Lotte Rathgeber: Entwurf von integrierten optischen Silizium-Modulatoren mit

Sub-Lambda-Wellenleitern. Master Thesis, July 2015.

• Pablo De La Torre Castro: Design and Simulation of Two Dimensional Grat-

ing Couplers in Silicon-on-Insulator Technology. Master Thesis, September 2016.

• Kateryna Guguieva: Design of electrical transmission lines for the measurements
in a rubidium vapor cell. Bachelor Thesis, November 2016.

• Fatema Tasneem: Simulation of transmission lines. Student assistant, 2016.

• Raik Elster: Charakterisierung von Wanderwellenelektroden für optische Silizi-

ummodulatoren. Masterarbeit, February 2017.
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